Once again Panasonic makes headlines with our newest ENG camera, the AK-710. And the reasons are simple: High performance Saticon® tubes plus prism optics—all for a news-worthy price of $10,950*.

The AK-710’s compact size, light weight and durable die-cast chassis make it a natural for electronic newsgathering. While the performance of a high-index optical system with built-in bias light and three Saticon tubes makes it a natural for news broadcasting: Performance like horizontal resolution of 500 lines center, a S/N ratio of 52 dB and standard illumination of 200 footcandles at f/3.5. And for even more light-gathering capabilities, there’s a 2-position high-gain switch.

You’ll also get colors as intense as the action, thanks to the AK-710’s automatic white balance circuit and built-in color temperature conversion filter wheel. And for minimal comet tailing, the AK-710’s feedback beam control stabilizes highlights that exceed normal white levels without reducing dynamic range or resolution.

Equally newsworthy is the AK-710’s built-in genlock and adjustable horizontal and vertical blanking intervals. With them the AK-710 can double as a system camera. There’s also an optional remote control unit, as well as a 5” CRT viewer for studio use.

So if news is what you’re after, go after it with the AK-710. A newsmaking camera from Panasonic.

For more information about the line of Panasonic broadcast equipment, call your nearest Panasonic office.

Northeast -(201)348-7620
Southeast -(404)923-9700
Midwest -(312)364-7936
Southwest -(214)258-6400
West Coast -(213)655-1111

*Manufacturer’s sugg. price. (Lens not included.) Saticon is a registered trademark of NHK (Japan Broadcasting Corp.)

Panasonic VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION
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"We Designed Our System Around The 340X"

"When we at WAKR in Akron made plans to establish a separate production facility, our goal was to build an organization that was committed to excellence. Our proximity to Cleveland, Detroit, Pittsburgh, and the other large cities of the Midwest made our market area large and competitive. We decided to meet this challenge by offering a facility that not only provided a competent and creative staff but the very finest in technical equipment. We designed our system around the 340X.

"It is clearly the finest computer-assisted editor in the world today. With CMX's versatility we have interfaced everything from our computer-assisted production switcher, to our one-inch recorders, computer-assisted audio mixdown system, our multi-channel Squeezoom, and our computer-based animation and character generation system. "This high level of interface, with the CMX 'talking' to the other computers in our control room allows us, with a minimum of multi-generational iterations, to perform dazzlingly complex effects involving up to nine levels of video and up to 18 tracks of audio on each frame-accurate edit.

"Here at Creative Technology, we're saving time and money with our CMX; but of greater importance it allows us to produce more original and interesting material at a lower cost per spot than could be achieved using conventional techniques. Further, CMX always has one eye on the future, as the system is evolving and improving constantly. We've regularly added the latest software options as they have become available.

"The 340X is a many-faceted and unparalleled tool. It allows creativity to displace technical drudgery in high quality production. We can't wait to get our next one."

TM—Vital Industries

Roger Berk, Jr.
President, Creative Technology, Inc.
Vice President, Group One Broadcasting, Inc.
Akron, Ohio
Hitachi-5
Competition-0

That’s the score in one-inch VTR technology.

We’ve gone the first generation of TYPE C machines fine better...to help you get all the potential of one-inch out of your video installation. Here’s what the competition doesn’t give you.

1. Retracting Tape Guide
Retracts for unequalled ease of threading; repositions with one micron accuracy for up to two million threadings. Provides the reliability of a quad thread system in a one-inch format.

2. “PRO” Tape Path
The protective reverse oxide (“PRO”) configuration of the tape path means only the video and audio heads touch the oxide surface. All other transport mechanisms guide the tape by its reverse side. Result: noticeably reduced dropouts; longer tape life.

3. Instant Head Replacement
Pre-aligned head design permits easy replacement of video heads in three minutes. No adaptors or jigs; no adjustments required.

4. Audio and Video Confidence
The others only let you see what you’re taping. We let you see and hear everything being recorded simultaneously.

5. Non-contact Tape Shuttle System
In shuttle and standby modes, tape rides on a cushion of air. Increases head and tape life immeasurably. Cuts frictional resistance, yielding shuttle times of only 80 seconds end to end.

We could go on. With impressive features like microprocessor control; broadcastable slow motion; one-touch shuttle and jog; front access circuit boards; audio spot erase; and on and on. But why run up the score, when it’s already no contest? See the Hitachi HR-200, it’s equally impressive portable HR-100 model, and companion TC-200 Time Base Corrector.
As new technology pours onto the market to aid broadcasters in their search for higher quality and greater efficiency, new problems arise. Can maintenance and performance standards be maintained? Is the industry trained and equipped to support the newest equipment? This issue takes a look at these critical questions. Thanks to Crown Engineering for the use of their Spectrum Analyzer display used in our cover design.
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"much cleaner on the air"

More than 100 GVG™ 1600-4S Master Control switchers, many with M200 modular Automation Systems, are giving broadcasters worldwide that sought-after better on-air look. Letter after letter praises system reliability, ease of operation, and smoothness of the 1600-4S/M200 combination.

One writer states, "on-air discrepancies have almost been totally eliminated". Echoes another, about his station's M203 system "it virtually eliminated operator switching errors".

The bottom line? One engineering manager informed GVG their M205 system "makes us look like our best operator is switching 24 hours a day, every day!" "We look much cleaner on the air," reports a 1600-4S enthusiast, and an M203 user stated, "the on-air look became smoother and more professional".

You can see the GVG 1600-4S and M200 systems in action at a station near you.
Or contact your GVG representative.

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
P.O. BOX 1114 GRASS VALLEY CALIFORNIA 95945 USA • TEL: (916) 273-8421 TWX: 910 530-8280

Offices: WEST; 21243 Ventura Blvd Ste 206, Woodland Hills, CA 91364 (213) 999-2303 • SOUTHEAST; 1644 Tullie Cir NE, Atlanta, GA 30329 (404) 321-4318 • NORTH CENTRAL; 810 W Bristol St, Elkhart, IN 46514 (219) 264-0931 • NEW ENGLAND & MID ATLANTIC; Station Plaza East, Great Neck, NY 11021 (516) 487-1311 • SOUTHWEST; Seminary South Office Building, Ste 316, Fort Worth, TX 76115, (817) 921-9411 • MIDWEST; 3585 N. Lexington Ave Ste 238, Arden Hills, MN 55112 (612) 483-2504
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"YOU CAN'T RUN A 24-
WHEN YOUR EQUIPMENT IS
“I chose Sony for its advanced technology, but also because I knew I could get maximum performance out of it,” says Jim Kitchell, Senior Vice President of Operations and Production for Cable News Network.

CNN has its headquarters in Atlanta, with bureaus in major cities in the U.S. and abroad. All bureaus have Sony equipment. In fact, CNN owns about 53 BVU-200A editing recorders, 17 BVE-500A editing consoles, and 28 BVU-110 field recorders.

“Our 200A’s and 500A’s get a real workout in the studio,” says Kitchell. “We run them 24 hours a day, week after week. And they’re trouble-free. Occasionally we send 200A’s out on the road, and they take even more of a beating, knocking around in the back of a truck for hundreds of miles. But we haven’t had any problems.

“As for the field recorders, the 110’s, Sony equipped them with more functions at a lighter weight than anything previously available. They’re the mainstay of our ENG operations.

“Another thing I like about Sony is that the equipment is operator-oriented. Easy to use without a lot of super-technical know-how.

“Sony’s U-matic technology is state of the art. That’s because the company responds rapidly to the needs of broadcasters. When I have an idea on how to develop the equipment further, I talk to Sony. And Sony listens. That’s good news in our business.”

Of course, Sony makes a full line of 3/4” and 1” broadcast equipment, including cameras, recorders, editors, and the BV-2000 digital time base corrector.

For more information, write Sony Broadcast, 9 West 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019. Or call us in New York at (212) 371-5800; in Chicago, (312) 792-3600; or in Los Angeles, (213) 537-4300.
First LPTV Application Granted By FCC

John W. Boler, a veteran broadcaster, has been granted the first application under the FCC's low power television proceeding. Boler’s plan calls for a translator station in Bemidji, Minn., that would present local news, public affairs, and STV in addition to the signal of an independent TV station, to be brought in by satellite. The action came in mid-May, after the Commission had called a halt to the flood of LPTV applications that had inundated it (see BM/E, June, 1981).

Meanwhile, NAB has petitioned the FCC to exempt translator applications from the LPTV freeze, calling the inclusion “without rhyme or reason.” There is “no question” but that translator service is in the public interest, NAB contended, adding that since the FCC staff is familiar with the processing procedures, little extra time would be required.

Hubbard Joins DBS Race As Comments Reach FCC

Group owner Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc., became the third entrant early in May in the DBS sweepstakes with its proposal for an interim DBS service. Hubbard’s plan differs from those offered by Comsat subsidiary Satellite Television Corp. and DBS Corp., in that it calls for large involvement on the part of local independent television stations.

Viewers could receive the signals directly through their own satellite dishes or through local broadcasters using conventional transmission. One broadcaster per market could join the system, and Hubbard would pay indies for their programming. Shows would be advertiser-supported, following NAB ad guidelines. Viewers would therefore be able to receive programs at no charge, in marked contrast to STC’s pay-DBS plan, which Hubbard predicts could kill “free, over-the-air” TV. Hubbard called his system “the first national broadcast system fully available to all Americans.”

DBS Corp.’s recent interim proposal (BM/E, June, 1981) would also make its offerings free to viewers, with the costs borne by programmers distributing their product over the common carrier-type service.

Meanwhile, comments are flowing into the FCC on the DBS proposal. A number of educational broadcasters, including the CPB, have commented that they see DBS as a potential threat to public TV licensees, draining off public stations’ local funding. Terrestrial microwave users (as mentioned last month) are concerned over the possibility of having to vacate the 12 GHz band. Both Sony Corp. and NBC stressed the need for standardization of DBS equipment to allow consumers to pull programs in from any DBS bird with the same dish. Sony also urged reservation of the DBS frequencies for HDTV and digital audio.

AT&T TV Rate Increases Suspended By FCC

Protests from networks, TV station licensees, and program suppliers evidently were heeded at the FCC late in May. At that time, the Commission ordered a five-month suspension of proposed rate increases by AT&T for its terrestrial private line television transmission services, relied upon heavily by broadcasters.

Filing petitions to suspend or reject
High marks in everything

The ratings are in on our ST Series AM/FM Broadcast Consoles—and they're number one. They rate high for versatility, reliability and overall excellence.

But we know that even the finest products can be made better—that's why we've introduced the new ST Series II. These new consoles incorporate even more features to insure greater capability and performance.

The new ST consoles offer a series of modular frames that can be equipped to meet your specific needs. A wide range of input, output and signal processing modules is available to cover your present requirements and provide for future expansion.

At ADM we're never content to stand still—the new ST Series II consoles are impressive proof of that. We're so confident of their excellence that they're backed by an exclusive 5-year warranty.

The petitions cited the enormous rate increases they said would result from the tariff revisions, with independent programmers claiming that broadcasters could be forced to lower the amount of live news, sports, and entertainment they offer. The nets, for example, said that annual rate increases under the new tariff would approach $5 million; CNN said its rates would jump from $1.1 million to $1.5 million.

The Commission cited as a primary reason for its action AT&T’s lack of justification for the difference in rate scales between part-time and full-time use. Full-time services are used almost exclusively by the television networks, with non-network customers relying almost entirely on part-time service.

In a related action, the FCC first approved, then suspended AT&T’s overall rate increase of 16.4 percent. The increases, which had originally been granted without the usual 90-day notice period, involved MTS, WATS, and private line services. In deferring the effective date of the increases, the Common Carrier Bureau indicated that “several serious problem areas” in the proposals “require additional information from AT&T and further analysis by Commission staff.” The concerns included several technical flaws in the filings and a question as to whether proposed rate decreases for international calls would sufficiently offset large increases in other areas. Increases in private line rates, other than television transmission services, were allowed to stand.

**FCC Rejects RCA Satellite Rate Rises**

Proposed rate increases by RCA Americom were rejected late in May by the FCC, which found them “unjust and unreasonable.” The tariff revisions had been requested to take effect last December, but instead were suspended for five months while the FCC investigated them.

The proposals would have, among other things, reduced the term of service for subscribers, eliminated one-year and part-time daily service, eliminated the unprotected and preemptible grade services, increased RCA’s rates and rate of return, and substantially lengthened the renewal notice periods. The Commission ruled that the reduction of length of service was unjustified and unlawful. RCA filed additional revisions to its tariffs in March that would restore the unprotected and preemptible service grades, rendering moot the Commission’s objections to those changes.

**Fowler Sworn In As FCC Chairman**

Former broadcaster Mark S. Fowler took office as chairman of the Federal Communications Commission May 18, five days after his appointment was confirmed by the Senate. Information about a malpractice suit against Fowler’s law firm, Fowler & Meyers, reached the Senate earlier in the month and precipitated a delay in the confirmation by Democrats. The “challenge” was short-lived, however, and Fowler faced little opposition to assuming his new role as nineteenth FCC chairman.

At his appointment, Fowler outlined...
Harris' new TC-85 upstages all other automatic cameras with...

THE 45-SECOND MULTI-CAMERA SETUP

In less time than a standard commercial break, Harris' new auto setup computers can simultaneously run a pre-production setup of all the TC-85 cameras in your studio.

With independent microcomputers in each camera, fine registration, black balance, white balance, gamma and flare are automatically checked and adjusted in all cameras—in less than 45 seconds! Full computer setup from a new tube installation is also accomplished quickly.

The independent microcomputer concept—a Harris exclusive—eliminates camera interdependence and enhances reliability.

The ASU-85 computer setup system is standard in the new TC-85 camera. It can also be added, at a surprisingly low cost, to all existing TC-80 series cameras in the field, and is fully compatible with the Harris Triax system. You can teach your older cameras new tricks!

Compare the cost. The TC-85 camera with full computer setup is priced well below competitive models.

Contact Harris Corporation, Broadcast Products Division, P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois 62301. 217/222-8200.
The MTR-10 Series

Bringing the gap between the new technology and old reliability, they’re the logical extension of the innovative technology built into our multichannel MTR-90. The new MTR-10 series gives the professional new multichannel control.

- Measurable and audibly discernible performance improvements. More than chips and buzz words, a balanced engineering approach; adjustable phase compensation with internal square/sine wave generation, and electronically balanced 512 with direct coupled outputs, Sendust™ heads for maximum accuracy and long life.
- Full servo, D.C. PLL transport governed by an on-board microprocessor — an industry first.
- Unmatched production features — exclusive multiple edit modes, reverse-play, standard alignment level presets, and dual-mode vari-speed. Other features include controls for wind, preset level, and master bias switching, three speeds and AES, NAB and EOC selectable. Some include return-to-zero and offer an optional tape locator with ten position memory and tape shuttle.
- Comprehensive servicing and support.
- Fully modular power supply, audio and transport electronics card frame. A small and highly dedicated dealer service network with factory trained and supported technicians.

Contact us at (415) 592-8311 for the name of your nearest, selected MTR-10 Series dealer. Let the awesome performance of the newest workhorse put you in control.

*TM, DC Corporation

The Newest Workhorses

Otari Corporation, 2 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 94002
(415) 592-8311  Telex: 910-376-4850
© 1981
five objectives for his tenure as chairman: the creation of "an unregulated, competitive marketplace environment" for telecommunications; elimination of "unnecessary regulations and policies;" "efficient, expeditious" service to the public; promotion of the coordination and planning of "internal communications which assures the vital interests of the American public in commerce, defense, and foreign policy;" and elimination of government infringement on freedom of speech and the press.

In addition, the new chairman announced several key FCC appointments. Gary M. Epstein assumed his duties as chief of the Common Carrier Bureau July 1; Epstein was a communications law specialist with Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin and Kahn of Washington, D.C. Peter K. Pitsch was named chief of the Office of Plans and Policy, and Stephen A. Sharp was appointed general counsel for the FCC. William A. Johnson was designated acting chief of the Cable Television Bureau. It is expected that Richard Shiben will remain as head of the Broadcast Bureau.

**Ascertainment Exemption Upheld for Small Markets**

The FCC has moved to continue to exempt commercial TV stations in small communities in non-metropolitan areas from formal ascertainment requirements. The exemption, begun in 1976 as a three-year experiment, has been granted formal status; it applies to stations serving communities of 10,000 persons or less and not located within a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.

The Commission noted in its decision that it had received petitions to deny against the ascertainment-exempt TV stations at a rate less than half that of non-exempt stations. Commissioner Washburn filed a separate statement concurring with the action, but urging consideration of a similar exemption for noncommercial radio and television broadcasters. (Commercial radio stations were freed from ascertainment requirements by the radio deregulation proceeding.)

"Noncommercial broadcasters whose operations rely in part on shrinking federal dollars should not be left to bear the additional costs of formal ascertainment," Washburn wrote, "if the record shows that methods which they tailor to their own particular communities are a reasonable alternative."

**Broadcasters, Cable Face Off In Copyright Hearings**

Hearings on a House of Representatives CATV copyright bill have pitted broadcasters against their cable competitors. The bill, sponsored by House Copyright Subcommittee chairman Robert W. Kastenmeier (D-Wisc.), would grant CATV operators compulsory license for only a limited number of distant signals - significantly raising copyright fees for cable operators. Systems serving fewer than 5000 subscribers would be exempt from copyright liability. Distant signal carriage rules would be reinstated.

An alternative bill, introduced by Rep. Frank of Massachusetts, would end compulsory licensing in January, 1983 and exempt "standalone" systems with fewer than 2500 subscribers from copyright liability.

Opponents of compulsory licensing held forth at the first of the hearings, with NAB's Vincent Wasilewski, MPAA president Jack Valenti, and baseball commissioner Bowie Kuhn arguing against the special treatment for cable. Both Wasilewski and Valenti...
News

urged complete elimination of the compulsory license, and Wasilewski spoke strongly in favor of required carriage of local signals.

Kuhn called cable’s retransmission of distant sports signals a threat to local teams, saying that if the trend is not reversed, “a significant decrease” in live sports broadcasts could result.

Cable’s turn came the following week, with representatives of cablecasters calling for retention of the status quo. Many of their arguments were criticized by the representatives, who appeared to be leaning toward increased copyright fees for cables. The broadcasters’ push for local signal must-carry rules seemed to have little support, however. Rep. Sawyer, for example, opined that “if the signals were of such value, broadcasters could at some price induce cable to carry them.” One argument used against the must-carry rules was that viewers could obtain a switch enabling them to receive over-the-air signals instead of cable; broadcasters pointed out that few viewers knew about or possessed such switches. A third cable copyright hearing was scheduled for June 17, after BM/E’s press date.

RCA Announces Plans To Enter Pay Cable Field

RCA, parent corporation of the NBC network, surprised the net’s affiliates at their May convention with its announcement that it was acquiring a 50 percent interest in RCTV, the pay cable venture of Rockefeller Center, Inc. (see Broadcast Industry News, February, 1981). RCTV will base much of its entertainment fare around the programming of the BBC, which has in the past been very successful for PBS.

NBC affiliates were reportedly unhappy with the announcement, fearing it might presage the sale by RCA of the net, ranked number three in a field of three. RCA’s new chairman, Thornton Bradshaw (who took office July 1, after the convention), called the rumors of a sale “hogwash,” saying that RCTV was strongly committed to the network. Even so, few affiliates seemed to welcome the idea of their parent company supporting RCTV, which would be a natural competitor for them.

Both of the other TV networks have already announced moves into cable television. A recent restructuring of ABC’s television division has moved Frederick S. Pierce, executive VP of ABC, Inc., and until now president of ABC Television, into a new position in which he will work at developing ABC’s television division. A recent restructuring of ABC’s television division has moved Frederick S. Pierce, executive VP of ABC, Inc., and until now president of ABC Television, into a new position in which he will work at developing ABC’s cable interests. John Severino will step up to fill the presidency of ABC Television.

Teletext Standard Closer After Toronto Meeting

May’s Videotex ’81 conference in Toronto made the major suppliers of teletext and videotex equipment to North America seem like one big happy family. AT&T pulled the wraps from its own new videotex plan, about which it had maintained much secrecy. The standard is compatible with both Telidon (Canada) and Antiope (France), the two systems that have gained most acceptance in the U.S. up to now. Graphics are even higher in quality than Telidon’s — which can be upgraded to the AT&T level at minimal cost, according to David Carlisle, president of Infomart.

Telidon and Antiope got another boost before the conference when RCA announced its support for a teletext standard with asynchronous transmission, such as the Canadian and French sys-
For more than 20 years, the Victor Duncan 'check and double check' symbol has assured producers that the equipment they needed was as clean and mechanically perfect as skilled technicians could make it. Every camera package, each light, even the smallest piece of production gear has been carefully checked, not once—but twice; before it ever leaves our office.

**The Standard for Electronic Production Equipment**

This attention to detail begins with a comprehensive physical inspection. Each mechanical function of our video cameras is carefully checked. Housing screws are tightened, lens functions are verified. The camera is mechanically and electrically registered. The white and black balance is adjusted. Colorimetry is double checked. The signal to noise level is carefully monitored.

Each Video recorder is also subjected to the same physical inspections, including the signal to noise levels. The interchange of tapes from deck to deck is carefully checked.

And then a second check is made of the complete system as a unit; camera, recorder, switchers and accessories. These same careful steps are used on each piece of equipment ordered. Switchers, monitors, CCU's, all are put through the same detailed electronic tests before they ever leave our department.

These double check procedures insure flawless performance in the field, and guard against costly production tie-ups. "Check and double check" at Victor Duncan Video.

Rentals, Sales & Service

Film & Video Production Equipment

CHICAGO
661 N. LaSalle, Chicago, IL 60610 (312) 943-7300

DALLAS
2659 Fondren, Dallas, TX 75206 (214) 369-1165

DETROIT
32380 Howard, Madison Hgts., MI 48071 (313) 589-1900

© Copyright 1980, Victor Duncan, Inc.
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 SYSTEMS EMPLOY. RCA's Albert PSCATO RE (division vice president, business planning) told BM/E that his company considered asynchronous systems potentially more rugged and therefore better suited to U.S. conditions than synchronous systems, such as that backed by the British.

This leaves the British—first to be on line with a working system—the only "incompatibles" in the picture. That situation is not expected to last for long, however; British representatives at the conference said they'd soon be marketing compatible equipment in North America.

Spanish Newscast Goes National On Westar

The first daily, national Spanish-language newscast made its maiden voyage June 1, with Wold Communications handling the satellite transmissions for Spanish International Network. About 95 SIN affiliates will bring the show into almost three million Hispanic homes.

Wold's role involves sending the signal by microwave from its WHMM-TV (Howard University) origination site to the Wold uplink at Fairfax, Va. From there, the program travels to Westar I, which beams it to SIN's center of network operations at KWEX-TV, San Antonio. SIN then retransmits the feed to its affiliates via its own uplink and satellite facilities.

The program involves national as well as international news, with a focus on issues of special interest to the U.S. Hispanic community.

Spanish Newscast Goes National On Westar

The first daily, national Spanish-language newscast made its maiden voyage June 1, with Wold Communications handling the satellite transmissions for Spanish International Network. About 95 SIN affiliates will bring the show into almost three million Hispanic homes.

Wold's role involves sending the signal by microwave from its WHMM-TV (Howard University) origination site to the Wold uplink at Fairfax, Va. From there, the program travels to Westar I, which beams it to SIN's center of network operations at KWEX-TV, San Antonio. SIN then retransmits the feed to its affiliates via its own uplink and satellite facilities.

The program involves national as well as international news, with a focus on issues of special interest to the U.S. Hispanic community.

News Briefs

Ohio State University's WOSU-AM/FM/TV will present a Broadcast Engineers Seminar at the university July 15 and 16. For information, contact John Battison, Director of Engineering, WOSU-AM/FM/TV, 2400 Olentangy River Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210, (614) 422-9678.

NRBA has shifted the site of its 1981 convention to the Fontainbleau Hilton in Miami Beach. The meeting will take place September 13 to 16, a week earlier than originally planned.

IEEE's thirty-first annual Broadcast Symposium will convene at the Hotel Washington, Washington, D.C., September 17 and 18.

SMpte has chosen the program chairman for its Los Angeles conference, set for the Century Plaza Hotel October 2 through 30.

The Western Educational Society for Telecommunications has scheduled its eleventh annual conference for October 13 through 15 at Harrah's, Reno, Nevada.

Southern New Jersey got a major new television outlet last month when WRBV-TV, Ch. 65, opened its Vineland facilities. The new station is licensed to Renaissance Broadcasting Corp.

Jacksonville, Fla. life insurance company Gulf United will purchase Gene Autry's 48 percent interest in KOOL-FM/TV, Phoenix. Purchase price is a reported $35 million.

Cable News Network has filed an ambitious suit against ABC, CBS, and NBC, charging them with antitrust law violations. CNN says the nets' practice of "pooling" news coverage has interfered with its attempts to cover national news. Also named in the suit are President Reagan, White House chief of staff James A. Baker, and deputy press secretary Larry Speaks, for alleged violation of CNN's right to equal access to Presidential activities and White House events.

DeltA ELECTRONICS

5730 GENERAL WASHINGTON DRIVE
P.O. Box 11268 • ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22312
TELEPHONE: 703/354-3350 TWX: 710-832-0273
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Now every broadcaster can afford digital effects.

If you've been holding back from digital production effects because the cost seemed too high, hold back no more.

The new Quantel DPE 5000/SP makes digital effects affordable by every broadcaster.

This exciting single-channel system gives you infinite compression. Zoom expansion to 2X normal picture size. Variable picture positioning. Freeze and update. Fixed and variable border generation. Horizontal squeeze. And vertical squeeze.

Not bad for a unit that's only 8½ inches high. Perfectly sized for your studio—or mobile unit. And with low power dissipation.

But you get a lot more. Like pre-select of picture position, size, and transition rate. A choice of linear moves or camera-like Quantel-style moves. And "Digiflip" tumble-flip.

And more yet! Over 40 moves instantly selectable at the touch of a button—18 pre-programmed effects and 25 of your own creation.

And a serial interface makes it simple to have multi-station control.

The DPE 5000/SP even includes built-in noise reduction so you can eliminate the cost of a separate noise reducer from your equipment budget.

On top of all this, you get Quantel's superior picture interpolation for the smoothest moves available.

"SP" stands for "special performance." Almost an understatement.

Call your local MCI/Quantel office for details. Or get in touch with us directly at 415/856-6226. Micro Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 50810, Palo Alto, California 94303.

MCI/QUANTEL
The digital video people

MCI/Quantel and "Digiflip" are trademarks of Micro Consultants, Inc.
News Briefs

liter was launched from Cape Canaveral in May. The series will provide satellite communications in the Atlantic Ocean region. A new GOES weather watch satellite, constructed by Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Space and Communications Group, went into orbit in May. It is also the second in its line; the third is scheduled for launch next year.

FCC data for 1980, recently released, show that revenues for the eight radio networks — CBS, MBS (two nets), NBC, and ABC (three AM and one FM) — and 35 network O&O stations rose by just over 16 percent. Profits, however, fell a dramatic 26 percent, reflecting large increases in operating expenses. Frank Washington has resigned his post as deputy chief of the Broadcast Bureau to become vice president of Times-Mirror Cable Co., Irvine, Calif. The Commission is considering a request from RKO General for remand of the appeal of the FCC's RKO decision.

Classical Radio for Connecticut, Inc., has asked an appellate court to review the FCC's January deregulation of commercial radio. Three other petitioners, Henry Geller, the Citizens Communications Center, and the National Black Media Coalition, have received the support of the NAB in their request for clarification of the deregulation action. Vincent Wasilewski has announced new members to NAB's Radio and TV Code Boards. New Radio Board members include Arthur W. Carlson, Susquehanna Broadcasting Co.; Ramsey G. Elliott, McClatchy; David C. Fuellhart, WPOC, Baltimore; Charles R. Sanford, WGAM-AM/FM, Portland Me.; and William Dudley Waller, KEBE/KOOI, Jacksonville, Texas. Philip T. Kelly was named radio chairman. Joining the TV Board were Carl E. Lee, Fetzer Broadcasting Co., and John J. McCrory, Times Mirror Broadcasting. The new TV chairman is Clayton Brace.

NAB has strongly criticized the FCC for its continued support of 9 kHz AM spacing, urging the Commission to defer a decision until mid-July. Radio Code Board chairman Philip Kelly told the board that self-regulation was becoming increasingly important for radio stations as deregulation plans progressed in the FCC and Congress. NAB's Executive Committee has voted unanimously to urge the FCC to give high priority to resolution of the AM stereo quagmire. If Congress is to allow collection of fees by the FCC, it must set "specific and firm safeguards," Vincent Wasilewski told the House Communications Subcommittee in May.

Walter Cronkite will receive the 1981 Paul White Memorial Award at September's RTNDA Conference in New Orleans. Phil Donahue has received the George Foster Peabody Broadcasting Award "for sensitive, probing interviews on issues relevant to today's society." PBS and its member stations were honored with a special award from Action for Children's Television (ACT) May 12. Other winners of the awards included Children's Television International, Falls Church, Va.; Children's Television Workshop; KQED-TV, San Francisco; NBC; KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh; KGO-TV, San Francisco; WCVB-TV, Boston; WFTV, Orlando; WLBT-TV, Jackson, Miss.; and WLS Radio, Chicago.

WTOP Radio, Washington, D.C., has been awarded the 1981 Maryland-Delaware-District of Columbia UPI Broadcasters Assn. award for best spot news coverage.
Exceptional reproduction.
Without exception.

For mastering and duplicating applications, you need audio tapes that are capable of flawless and dependable reproduction—all the time, under all circumstances. Editing and recording sessions are very demanding on all tapes. Maxell is made to take this kind of punishment, and then some! Our tape is manufactured with the studio engineer in mind, providing all the advantages of our most advanced tape technology.

You can depend on our state-of-the-art magnetic oxide formulas that can handle every signal with plenty of headroom to spare. And because of special calendaring techniques, our tape finish is mirror-smooth, virtually eliminating dropouts.

The advantages of Maxell audio cassettes and professional open reel products don't end with our superior tape. Our cassette shells and take-up reels are manufactured to tolerances far exceeding industry standards. They silently and dependably transport the tape without stretching, jamming or breaking. Not only do you get a more faithfully reproduced signal with Maxell tape, you get to keep it longer, thanks to our advanced binder and mixing techniques. There are many other advantages to using Maxell.

To discover more about Maxell's superior products, call one of our Regional Sales Offices: Eastern Office, Moonachie, NJ (201) 440-8020 • Midwestern Office, Glenellyn, IL (312) 469-3615 • Western Office, Los Gatos, CA (408) 395-1998

The Professional Advantage
Maxell Corporation of America
60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, NJ 07074
SYSTEM 20 is the latest addition to our family of innovative broadcast mixers. Although larger in size and scope, it still retains the elegant low profile appearance of our other desk top audio consoles.

Affordable options include 7-frequency graphic equalizers, pan pots and a studio monitor output which can be selected from the studio. Technical features include P & G slide faders, custom wound wide band output transformers and voltage regulators on each mixer.

This all new design has spectacular performance at a surprisingly low cost. Delivery? Four weeks or less. Why wait?

11355 PYRITE WAY, RANCHO CORDOVA, CA 95670
(916) 635-1048
THE TURNOUT of programmers at NAB '81 brought about 25 to the exhibit floor, a respectable showing but well below the number at the most recent NRBA Convention. Those who came to the NAB liked the show, almost unanimously.

At least four were new to the NAB. Emil Ascher of New York maintains a large background music library. Any part of it is sold in disc form to radio programmers, who thenceforth pay a performance fee for most of the music items. The House of Music is a new syndicator from Irvine, Calif., with a new format it calls a "True MOR." This is a mixture of Beautiful Music, "softrock vocals, gentle jazz, selected oldies, and light country." Network is another background music library, operating much like Emil Ascher — music on discs, with fees paid for performances. Sacred Sounds is a syndicator of 100 percent religious music. Its headquarters is Riverside, Calif.

Reports from most of the syndicators on the floor pictured the industry as in a period of fine expansion, with the old-line syndicators almost universally engaged in fresh creativity, new programs with exciting rationales. Drake-Chenault described its new Weekly Top Thirty, a weekly three-hour show based on the week's hit music and put together with strong attention to a fast pace. CaVox had full information on CaVox Country, aimed to meet the demand for an inexpensive country format with high standards. Subscribers start with a library of 600 country selections on tapes and get 60 new selections every month. Live Sound added Country Beautiful to its long-running Big Country. The new format is for stations operated live and starts with an initial library of 1700 "Gold Songs" on 10½-inch reels. The library is constantly reviewed to keep it fresh.

Sound Communications is the new name of an enlarged Automated Music, of Nederland, Texas. The firm is expanding its programming with a library of The Inspirational Sound, 30 reels sold for a total of $300 (or on a part payment plan). William B. Tanner described a number of special programs, series covering weekly or daily shorts of great topical interest.

Bonneville was touting its management plan, described previously in this magazine, which is winning subscribers every day. Concept Productions touted its synthesizer system that allows the separate voice track, made for each client, to sound like the local station personnel on the job. Thomas J. Valentino of New York brought excellent material about its very large sound effects and background music library. Each of the syndicators in the foregoing described a full supply shelf of formats, many of them formats that have been strong on the radio program market for a number of years.

Also giving evidence of success with a full range of different formats were TM, the Music Works, Broadcast Programming International, KalaMusic, Peters Productions (see BM/E, February), and Jam Productions (with jingles and promotion packages).
UNDERPAID OVERACHIEVER
The MICROTIME T-120 Time Base Corrector.

It does everything but cost a lot:

- 8 bit, 4x subcarrier digital design for high reliability and transparent performance
- Wide range, 16-H line memory allows correction of large gyro errors
- 3.58 MHz feedback for full bandwidth processing
- Averaging Velocity Correction for best color performance
- Chroma/Luminance delay compensation adjustment for smear-free pictures
- Built-in RS-170A Sync Generator will operate genlock or standalone if reference is lost

For full information contact: MICROTIME, 1280 Blue Hills Avenue, Bloomfield, CT 06002. (203)242-4242 TWX 710-425-1165
Entertainment Tonight: Access From Heaven

The introduction of any new syndicated program is usually ballyhooed to the skies. Most of the flag-waving tends to be, charitably speaking, hyperbole. Entertainment Tonight, Paramount Television's new prime time access show, is being introduced with the usual bells and whistles, but in this case they may be deserved.

Entertainment Tonight is the first original syndicated show to be delivered entirely by satellite. And the fallout from the distribution system that will be set up may have a powerful impact on how all shows are delivered in the future.

Before that claim is defended, just what is Entertainment Tonight? It is not, as the title might indicate, a talk/variety show with singers, dancers and the inevitable couch. Entertainment Tonight is a news show that deals with show business.

The show will be formatted in the same style as a normal news broadcast, but its subject matter will be entirely show business-related information. It will have the standard look, with regular anchors and correspondents filing reports from the field. There will be segments comparable to such familiar news topics as consumer items and special reports. On Entertainment Tonight, however, the segments will deal with gossip and personalities.

Some well-known entertainment reporters are signed up to do the show. Nationally syndicated columnist Rex Reed will handle theater and movie reviews; Robin Leach of The Star will provide occasional pieces on personalities; and Rick Dubrow of the Los Angeles Herald Examiner will comment on television. The three anchors, Tom Hallick, Marjorie Wallace, and Mario Machado, will be based in Los Angeles.

In addition to the anchors and the contributing reporters like Reed and Leach, there will be a number of reports culled from both staff reporters and from reporters working at the various stations that have purchased the show. At last count, over 100 stations had signed up for Entertainment Tonight.

There will be 12 reporters working on Entertainment Tonight out of bureaus in Los Angeles, Las Vegas (including Lake Tahoe and Reno), and New York. The support staff (exclud-
BEHIND THE LENS OR IN FRONT,

TIFFEN FILTERS ARE THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST CHOICE.

Most major manufacturers of video cameras install Tiffen filters as original equipment in the filter wheel behind the lens.

Most major TV stations and studios use Tiffen filters in front of the lens. Why? Because cameras are only as good as their components. When quality components are required, Tiffen filters meet all the requirements. They're rugged, reliable, precision-made. And the performance is always outstanding.

Superior technology and quality craftsmanship combine to make Tiffen filters the industry’s first choice.

Tiffen Makes Filters For:
- Ampex
- Harris
- Rank Taylor Hobson
- Angenieux
- Ikogami
- RCA
- Canon
- IVC
- Schneider
- Fernseh
- Marconi
- Thompson
- Fujinon
- Norelco
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THE FREQUENCY COORDINATION IS BEING CHECKED FOR A DISH INSTALLATION AT A STATION IN SAN DIEGO

The frequency coordination is being checked for a dish installation at a station in San Diego.
The Marconi Mark IXB Colour Camera

You don’t have to look very far to appreciate why TV cameramen are behind the Marconi Mark IXB Colour Camera.

With an amazingly sensitive optical assembly giving pictures down to 50 lux, a new electronic package including head amplifiers and talk-back circuit coupled with a lightweight multi-core camera cable, small CCU and low power consumption, the Mark IXB is the star performer in every studio and outside broadcast role.

To put yourself in the picture, contact: John White or Simon Frazer

Marconi Electronics Inc.
100 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, New Jersey 07647, U.S.A. Tel 767 7250 Telex 710-991-9752
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CLEAR THE AIR WITH THE NEW TRANSIDYNOIC PROCESSOR

THE SUPER CLEAN SOUND THAT WINS MORE LISTENERS.

VERSATILITY, RELIABILITY AND LOW DISTORTION. THAT'S WHAT THE TRANSDYNOIC® PROCESSOR IS ALL ABOUT. IT TEAMS WITH AUDIO & DESIGN'S EXPRESS OR COMPLEX LEVEL CONTROL AMPLIFIERS TO CREATE A SUPERIOR TRI-BAND SYSTEM. IT FEATURES:

- TWO INDEPENDENT PROGRAM CHANNELS, FOR STEREO OR DUAL MONO PROCESSING.
- FIELD TUNABLE BAND-SPLITTING FILTERS (6 OR 12 dB PER OCTAVE PHASE COMPENSATED CURVES).
- SEPARATE CONTROL OF THE COMPRESSOR ATTACK, RELEASE AND RATIO FOR EACH BAND.
- WIDE BAND VCA LIMITER AT THE SYSTEM OUTPUT FOR ABSOLUTE OVERMODULATION PROTECTION.
- SELECTABLE 0, 25, 50 OR 75 dB PRE-EMPHASIS IN THE CONTROL CIRCUITS (NOT THE SIGNAL PATH) OF THE OUTPUT LIMITER.
- ADJUSTABLE PEAK MODULATION ASYMMETRY FOR AM OPERATIONS.
- SWITCHABLE HIGH AND LOW PASS FILTERS THAT ATTENUATE EXTRANEOUS INPUT SIGNALS AND CONTOUR THE SYSTEM BANDWIDTH.
- SENSIBLE SET-UP ADJUSTMENTS WITH LED BAR GRAPH PPM METERS.
- TAMPER-PROOF SOLID STATE AUDIO SWITCHING CIRCUITRY.
- NO MYSTERIOUS EPOXY "BRICKS" OR "SECRET PARTS".

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR FORMAT, THE TRANSDYNOIC SYSTEM IS THE CLEAR CHOICE FOR YOUR SOUND. AN AUDITION IS THE ONLY WAY TO FULLY APPRECIATE THE TRANSDYNOIC. CALL TODAY, TOLL-FREE 800-426-6170 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. SYSTEM INSTALLATION BY FACTORY PROFESSIONALS IS ALSO AVAILABLE.
RADIO TESTING:
SOME GROUND
RULES FOR THE
NEW GAME

To keep a radio plant up to the technical standards today's market demands, a radio engineer needs a set of fresh skills and a complement of test equipment many times as precise and resourceful as the gear radio grew up with.

To keep a radio plant up to the technical standards today's market demands, a radio engineer needs a set of fresh skills and a complement of test equipment many times as precise and resourceful as the gear radio grew up with.

Keeping a radio station up to today's demanding operation standards requires testing and measurement about an order of magnitude more precise and resourceful than was common in radio stations a decade ago. T&M gear is responding to the need, with the whole measurement process on an upward ramp. The climb is not over, by any means. The "sophistication gradient" keeps tilting up.

As a benchmark of the sophistication gradient, consider the fact that a number of radio managements have bought a new spectrum analyzer, marketed by Tektronix early this year, for about $15,000. This super-precise, super-resourceful instrument (one of several on the market) has a score of important uses in a radio station. It is not essential to good testing; however, it makes a number of tests rapidly and accurately. The radio managements that spent such large sums for test instruments were simply raising the efficiency and the many-sidedness of their operations. Their decisions on this point emphasize the strong pull that radio operators feel today toward a radically intensified test operation.

The trends that have combined to create this 1980s kind of radio testing emerged clearly in a series of interviews BM/E undertook for this report. The talks were with about 20 experts in the field — radio chief engineers, radio hardware makers, test equipment designers, consultants, and network engineering officials — and there was a 100 percent consensus on the following:

- Operating equipment is roughly 10 times as refined as it was a decade and more ago, and engineers need correspondingly refined test methods to find out if any unit is working properly or not;
- Signal processing is much more widespread, demanding far more sensitive testing;
- While the objective in the past was to just meet the FCC minimum requirements and then forget the subject until the next proof of performance had to be made, competition in the radio market and the public's hunger for top-grade sound now force a station to considerably exceed the FCC minimums in important respects or lose audience;
- Expert engineering help is scarce, so testing must be highly efficient to make full use of the staff skills that are on tap.

James Loupas pointed out another incentive for high-grade testing. He noted that today even the smallest radio stations with any success are capitalized for at least $500,000, and the great majority at $1 million and more. The owner's investment demands a first-class maintenance and protection effort plus highly efficient operation for a reasonable profit.

One of the main aspects of the problem of refining the radio signal to today's standards is isolating the cause of trouble when it turns up. If, for example, the overall signal-to-noise ratio of an FM station reads 45 dB on a monitor of some kind, the engineer needs test gear with highly precise and repeatable responses to run down the trouble and isolate the weak links in the chain. Incidentally, there is a gray area here in the FCC requirements. The FM proof of performance requires, of course, an S/N of 60 dB. But the rules say that processing equipment can be bypassed when the test is made. Thus, an FM plant that makes the 60 dB with all processing units bypassed can easily fall below that when those units are cut back in.

This is just one case in which very reliable, precise test gear with repeatable settings is needed. Geof Mendenhall of Broadcast Electronics noted another similar situation that frequently occurs: management buys top-level consoles and other audio gear (which can achieve 85 to 100 dB S/N), but fails to examine the old FM exciter. Older exciter models typically are noisy elements of an FM plant. Very good testing is needed to pinpoint this.

Since distortion and noise can be cumulative in a chain...
"Our Auditronics 720 combines recording studio quality with live broadcast flexibility,"

says Graham Simmons, Chief Engineer at Miami’s WPBT-Channel 2. “Auditronics developed this 36 in — 16 out audio mixing console to give us all the EQ, reverb and signal processing we need for studio quality multi-track recording of our productions.”

“When you’re a national production facility like we are, you’ve got to have an audio signal path that’s strictly state-of-the-art. For example, our Auditronics 720 preamp design is the latest generation and gives us the best signal-to-noise performance available. It allows us to do multiple generation dubbing and mixing without noise build up.”

“In addition to its multi-track recording advantages, our 720 has the flexibility to do all the necessary mixing and signal processing in real time for a mono mix for TV, a stereo mix for FM simulcast, including network satellite feeds, as well as a scratch mix on videotape for later synchronization in post-production editing.”

“Whether it’s multi-track recording, live broadcast or post-production, our Auditronics 720 does everything we want it to do, and does it very nicely.”

If you’d like to know what WPBT-Miami and over 300 other satisfied users know about Auditronics broadcast consoles, circle reader service number or contact:

Auditronics, Inc.
3750 Old Getwell Road
Memphis, Tennessee 38118
(901) 362-1350
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of units, the test precision for individual units must be considerably better than the overall standard requirement. A distortion test system has to reach to about 0.01 percent, even though this is far below any audibility levels. Similarly, all other quantities must be measured to levels that are a fraction of those considered the "bottoms" a few years ago. Luckily, there is a considerable body of equipment on the market that reaches these precision levels, which would have seemed both impossible and ridiculous a little while ago.

Those are some of the general ideas that came up in BMIE's survey for this report. In the remainder of this article we briefly consider specific kinds of testing and test gear.

**Distortion measurement.** For a long time harmonic and intermodulation distortion tests have been basic in radio station maintenance and tuneup. Today, as already noted, the "allowable" figure has dropped to a small fraction of what it used to be. The body of superlative distortion measuring systems on the market betters considerably this small-fraction-of-one-percent precision.

This micro-valued sensitivity makes it possible to check individual units to such levels that the chain as a whole has cumulative distortion still very far down. The highly precise individual-unit checks have another vital function. If a unit develops distortion well above its "best" level, but still within the usual allowable range, it is often a sign of maladjustment or of incipient malfunctioning.

Every unit in the plant must be periodically checked with this "advance signalling" in mind - not just audio consoles (the best ones are almost distortionless), but also and especially processing gear, stereo generators, exciters, and STLs. Disk playing gear is a particularly good example. Phono pickups need a periodic IM check with a test record that has the two-tone IM signal. The IM analyzer in the distortion meter can read the result. IM from a phono pickup will start to rise as the stylus begins to wear — and before the effects of the wear are evident in any other way. Maladjustment of the tracking force, very destructive of record surfaces, also triggers early increases in IM.

The new test equipment, therefore, is a potent maintenance tool. This vital emphasis on close individual-unit testing, however, should not divert radio operators from whole-chain testing. Kenny Stout, chief engineer of WBAT in Paterson, N.J., pointed out the importance of the whole-chain distortion test to uncover any interface problems that may be degrading performance. The "overhead," the room for peaks above the normal operating level, says Stout, is a highly significant figure for the station's overall audio performance.

Four of the most popular distortion test sets are the Sound Technology Model 1700 (with IM option), the new Tektronix 501/505 analyzer/oscillator combination, the Amber multi-test set, and the Hewlett-Packard multi-test set. All measure distortion to levels so low they were unheard of as little as 10 years ago. They also include a wide variety of automation features that make operation fast and precise. Automatic nulling of extreme precision and automatic ranging are both standard, for example.

**Frequency response.** Every radio engineer has an individual approach to frequency response checks, still fundamental in any test program. Again, meeting the FCC minimums is no longer the whole story. There are a score of test situations in a radio plant in which a frequency response check is a necessary part of some more complex check. There are a large number of ways to do the check — and a variety of test gear that will do it.

This can range from punching in discrete frequencies one after another on a pushbutton oscillator while watching the results on a voltmeter, up to sweeping the whole band with a spectrum analyzer. Another test equipment combination is the audio generator feeding automatic tracking on an output analyzer. Virtually every radio station has the gear to do this job — though not necessarily at high speed and with extremely high precision.

**Pink-noise generator.** The handiness of a pink noise generator for many kinds of tests was a point made repeatedly in the BMIE interviews. Bob Orban of Orban Associates pointed out that a pink noise source of good quality can be made with about $10 worth of parts, using an IC made especially for the purpose by National Semiconductor.

**Flutter and wow.** Digital recording is training us to hear a near-total absence of flutter. The old allowable range of about 0.06 to 0.1 percent will increasingly produce dis-

---

**New FM Modulation Monitors Promise Super-Precision**

Many radio engineers interviewed by BMIE have called the modulation monitor the weak link in precision testing for radio today. Two new monitors just coming on the market may remove this weakness.

Versa Count's new Model MM80, a microprocessor-controlled FM monitor, will read a number of characteristics of the FM signal. The maker says the distortion level is below 0.01 percent and the S/N ratio better than 80 dB. The unit reads true RMS as well as peak and average signal levels.

Belar Electronics, a stalwart of radio monitors for many years, will have a new FM monitor that reads modulation only. Arno Meyer of Belar calls it a factor of 10 better than earlier models. Again, the stated specs are extremely advanced: S/N ratio, 90 dB; harmonic and intermodulation distortion, 0.02 percent each; separation, better than 70 dB; "birdie" interference with SCA signals, down more than 90 dB. The stereo model is auto-ranging to facilitate proof of performance.
Radio Testing

On screen of Tektronix 7L5 spectrum analyzer are basebands of modulated carriers for analysis of interfering signals from other transmissions

tasteful and obtusive effects, depending heavily, as always, on the character and tempo of the music. Weighted flutter on today’s excellent turntables is down to the 0.01 to 0.03 percent range, and test gear should have precision enough to reach that range.

This new precision is especially valuable as a maintenance tool. Radio engineers with banks of reel-to-reel or cartridge tape players (often both) have a prime mechanical maintenance problem. Moderate increases in the flutter on any kind of tape machine, too small to cause audible distortion, are infallible signals of wear in rotating parts or misadjustment of some kind — in tape tension, for example. The same applies to turntables for playing disk recordings.

Modulation monitors. The one shadowy spot on the bright test equipment picture, according to several of the experts, is the modulation monitor, especially the FM monitor. There was agreement that the modulation monitor has fallen a little behind the general march to the new precision. A frequent complaint was the difficulty in keeping a modulation monitor precisely calibrated.

However, at least two monitors just on the market may have brightened the outlook. One is from Versa Count, the other from Belar. They are described in the box accompanying this article.

Frequency counters. Radio engineers can now buy, at very reasonable prices, as much precision as they want in a frequency counter, up to super-laboratory levels. A counter is not a necessity, but it is obviously very handy for a number of test jobs. This includes checking not only the carrier but also every variety of local oscillator — in the STL, for example, and in digital equipment.

Function generator. Square waves, used for years for quick checks of the quality of audio equipment, have lately burst into another test area: checking transmitter performance. This was emphasized in BM/E’s May article, “New AM Transmitters for a New Grade of Sound.” Many engineers now like square wave testing, not only for the carrier but also every variety of local oscillator — in tapes and in digital equipment.

The spectrum analyzer. This familiar instrument has sprung up in the last two or three years to a distinctly higher level, becoming almost a new breed of device. It has far higher precision, far greater test resourcefulness, and a lot of automation. The new spectrum analyzer can carry out a score or more of valuable tests in a radio station, including:

- Absolute measurement of signal levels with built-in calibration;
- Very high precision in reading frequency response, gain, noise, and distortion;
- Instant identification of components of noise, distortion, and composite signals (for example, a noise spike at 120 Hz is clearly from poor power supply filtering; 60 Hz is leakage from ac circuits into low-level signal circuits);
- Close monitoring of the composite signal in FM transmission, with identification and measurement of all elements;
- With one or more memory sections, comparison of the signal with a standard curve programmed into the instrument, or determination of the highest peaks over a period of operation, or a number of other valuable checks making use of the instrument’s ability to “hold” and “remember”;
- Measurement of depth of modulation, deviation, and index in FM;
- Detection and identification of spurious signals leaking in from transmitted signals of nearby stations.

This list is a small part of the story; instruction booklets of any of the new super-resourceful spectrum analyzers will stir any engineer’s imagination.

But the instrument is not essential, and some radio managements will find the cost too high. What, therefore, is a kind of bedrock complement of test equipment that will allow today’s engineers to keep their station on the high-precision track?

Dave Harry of Potomac Instruments suggested the following list, which, in fact, describes quite well the available functions of Potomac’s popular multitest set:

- Low-distortion audio generator with square wave and sine wave outputs;
- A set of precision attenuators;
- Analyzer for harmonic and intermodulation distortion;
- Electronic voltmeter (not necessarily digital);
- Circuitry to read stereo phasing directly on the meter;
- Wow and flutter testing;
- Balanced and unbalanced input and output at both 150 and 600 ohms.

A useful addition would be the pink-noise generator mentioned above. Total cost should be in the $3000 to $4000 range.

Checking audio processors. A fairly new need for a lot of radio engineers is keeping tabs on the performance of complex audio processing units. Greg Ogonowski of Gregg Laboratories pointed out that the peak-to-average ratio in the processor output is a significant overall performance figure. There are a number of ways to measure this, a spectrum analyzer providing one of them. The spectrum analyzer or a good scope will allow the engineer to see the waveform of the processed signal.
All those in favor of patch panels, raise your right hand.

Wrestling with those patch cords is cumbersome, awkward and not very good engineering.

But now there's a way to route audio signals with pushbutton ease. Without the patch cords. Without the separate amps, the noisy pots and the mad scramble to adjust levels every time you switch inputs.

Introducing the “electronic patch panel.”

Meet the incredible new Ramko ARA-1612 Audio Router/Amplifier.

It lets you use front panel and/or remote control pushbuttons to route 16 inputs to any of 12 outputs, simultaneously or individually, with an instant LED display of what signal is going where.

Each balanced input has its own gain adjustment. The balanced outputs are buffered so you can feed a single input to all 12 outputs with no interaction. In addition, each output module contains stereo/mono switches enabling operation in either mode.

And, incredibly, you need only a single shielded twisted pair to make all 16 inputs available at a remote location.

More good news.

The Ramko ARA-1612 system also features solid, broadcast-level performance specs. Expandability up to 45 in and thousands out. Remote control capability. A dual instant-switchover power supply for 100% on-air reliability. And it's backed by the only two-year warranty in the industry.

Our unique two-week free trial.

Try the Ramko ARA-1612 free for two full weeks (with prior credit approval) so you can pushbutton it through its paces. Write Ramko Research, 11355 Folsom Boulevard, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 for the details. Or just call (916) 635-3600 collect—we'll set you free.

RAMKO
Of course, the processor should be given all the standard tests for units in the audio line: frequency response, harmonic and intermodulation distortion, and noise. Like every other unit in the line, it should perform well within the whole-line figures the engineer is shooting for.

Bob Orban also suggested that the pink-noise generator be used to feed standard signals to the processor. The input signal levels should be carefully adjusted to a series of values standard for the test. Then the output of each AGC band in a multi-band processor can be measured to find the exact amount of gain reduction at each input level. A spectrum analyzer will, of course, show the outputs of the various bands separately but simultaneously on the screen—a quick way to make the check. It can, however, be done with a simpler test setup on a "one at a time" basis.

Checking digital equipment. This is the future of testing in the radio plant. The technology has not reached the point of standards for coding or error correction, which complicates the testing job. Users of digital units are still heavily dependent on the manufacturer for maintenance and repair, which often takes the form of replacement of modules on a pull-out/plug-in basis.

Once an owner is thoroughly familiar with the operation of a digital remote control (or console or whatever), however, some troubleshooting will be advantageous. Fred Barbaria of Moseley made some suggestions along this line. A logic probe, of course, will show the state of each logic unit at any given time. This can pinpoint trouble spots. A frequency counter is very handy for checking internal oscillators and the internal clock. A fast scope with sensitive triggering will let the user see waveforms at various points in the gear for comparison with the manufacturer’s diagrams of proper waveforms at those points.

George Stephenson of Harris added some further comments. He noted that a high-precision voltmeter is not necessary for checking TTL circuitry: any voltage from about 3.8 to about 5.5 means that an operable pulse is present. Thus, field checking of digital units can often be done with the simplest voltmeters, in the $15 to $20 class, and analog readout is better than digital because it more readily averages out fast-moving pulses.

For looking at the pulse train, a good scope of about 35 MHz speed or better, with a calibrated time base, will supply the needed readout on pulse width and pulse intervals. The Tektronix 465 or 475 series or an equivalent will do this job (with built in voltmeter).

Stephenson agrees with the basic usefulness of the logic probe. He notes that a scope with sensitive triggering can show a pulse that is too fast or not repeated enough to make a visible trace: the triggering itself is the signal.

Stephenson also added that an engineer who knows the internal operation of a microprocessor or small computer in detail and has knowledge of the programming and how the unit is supposed to handle it can do in-depth troubleshooting with a system like the Hewlett-Packard Model 1610 digital analyzer. This will allow the engineer to see every move the system makes and to determine whether or not the moves are the planned ones in the system.

The greatest need: engineer training

Stephenson also made a comment that seems extremely important in any consideration of the New Test Era. He said that too many radio managements do not require or encourage their engineering staffs to go to manufacturers’ seminars and professional meetings at which they can learn the latest testing techniques and keep up at least partially with the rapid advances of test methods and standards. The field is changing so much and so fast that an engineer who stays out of contact with the mainstream will become effectively incompetent. Simply studying the excellent application notes, brochures, and general discussions issued by such firms as Tektronix, Hewlett-Packard, Bruel and Kjaer, Sound Technology, and Philips can go a long way to filling the gap. The gap must be filled in one way or another if radio engineers are to keep their plants fully in the game in the competitive '80s.
We’ve Set The Standard for Noise Measurement. Very Quietly.

A few years ago Asaca/ShibaSoku introduced the only truly complete color video noise meter. Today the 925R has become the world standard for the measurement of video and chrominance noise generated from TV transmission equipment, TV cameras, VTR's, video disks as well as video tape.

Broadcasters, equipment manufacturers and operating managers in a wide variety of television facilities like the fact that they can start with a single 925R and expand to an automated system that includes a remote control and computer terminal. The 925R connected to a general purpose interface bus conforms to IEEE 488. This means that measurement start commands and measurement mode and filter selection commands can be received. Measurement data can also be transmitted through the bus giving you complete “listener” and “talker” capabilities.

A complete automated system includes the TG-7 test signal generator, U706 Noise Test Unit, and the 531 Interface Unit. And it’s available for delivery now.

It’s this kind of advanced thinking that has helped us make the 925R the standard for noise measurement. Quietly, but effectively.

925R

ASACA/ShibaSoku Corporation
1277 Rand Road
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016
(312) 298-4380
Vital today:

hands-on demonstrations!

The best way to get the big picture: put yourself in our place—in our spectacular new Florida Showroom! It's a realtime Production Studio with working Control Room. Where you can get your hands on the most sophisticated video equipment available today for bigtime live production. Where you can see and try out for yourself all the latest Vital systems—all fully operational right in the Showroom.

To put your hand on the switch, call for an appointment today. Or visit our West Coast Showroom in Hollywood, California: (213) 463-7393.

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC.

World Headquarters:
3700 NE 53rd Avenue, Gainesville, FL 32501
Tel: 904/378-1581

Vital offers you your own private NAB Showtime, 12 months a year.
The modern television plant, neither fish nor fowl, is trying to make sure that all the analog and digital equipment operates up to spec. The mixture of modes presents a whole new set of problems.

The problem with test and measurement in the television station of the '80s is that it is like being a little bit pregnant. The modern television plant is a mixture of analog and digital equipment with different requirements for checking performance.

"Every time you buy something new, it's handled digitally until it gets ready to come out of the output port," says Johnnie Popwell, maintenance supervisor at WTSP-TV, Tampa. Popwell and many of his colleagues are faced with the same kind of problem — what kind of test equipment do you buy in a plant that is not really analog anymore and not yet digital?

The problem is more than just buying hardware. The whole concept of test and measurement is different when you start dealing with digital equipment. "You never get to work down to the component level anymore," explains Popwell. "You call the manufacturer and say 'hey, I've got a problem, and they say that it sounds like it's coming from such and such board. They end up just sending you the new board. The manufacturers are more than happy to send you all the boards you want, but you really can't get down to the component level and go in and correct an IC to correct the problem."

That seems to be one of the key complaints in dealing with whatever problems develop in digital equipment and the testing and measurement that goes into spotting the problem early. Many maintenance engineers around the country have little or no idea of what some pieces of equipment are supposed to do. It is difficult to do much of anything with the equipment," concludes Popwell. He and others feel that many manufacturers have become so concerned about their proprietary software that they are reluctant to give out too much detailed information about what the system is supposed to do.

"The whole area of the documentation of a piece of equipment is a problem," says Walt Nichol, engineering manager at KPIX-TV. "It was a serious problem in the days of analog. In the world of digital equipment it is frightening. It almost panics one to realize that you've purchased this highly sophisticated piece of equipment, and when you open the instruction book to where you expect to see schematics or logic diagrams, you find out that the information is proprietary."

Even if the problem is not with proprietary information,
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it often lies with the sheer volume of information that goes into describing a system. "I've been told," says Popwell, "that the documentation for one piece of equipment that we have supposedly occupies a volume that is 12 inches thick."

The implication is that the problem is not so much that there isn't test equipment available to analyze the data, but that it's difficult to tell what the data is supposed to be.

"In most of the digital equipment that we are looking at, we're looking at very high speed data streams," explains Nichol. "You can't stop the system and look at it because it doesn't exist unless it is running at full speed. The data stream is changing so rapidly in time that in most cases a logic analyzer is useless unless you know exactly what you are looking for. This is what the documentation does not provide."

The documentation issue gets further reinforcement from Steven Smith of Broadcast Technology Consultants. "There are all sorts of tools available to test digital equipment," Smith notes, "but you're not able to use them if you plug them into the equipment but don't know what to expect. The documentation doesn't tell you how to use it."

Gene Leonard of Da Vinci Systems Group also feels that there has to be a clearer understanding of what the system does. "Any diagnostic system has to include a model to assure that you can get early warning," Leonard stated. "It takes a good diagnostician or a guy who really understands the machine to know what warnings he is getting."

As an example of the kind of problem that confounds maintenance engineers, Walt Nichol describes troubleshooting a digital video effects device:

"You look at the output video and see a problem — there is a glitch in the output video. You can go in with your oscilloscope and look at the analog output stages. The problem is there, alright, but at the first point you have analog and it's still there.

"It tells you that it is either in the digital-to-analog converter or it's back in the digital domain. You start going back until eventually you get to a point where you have a logic analyzer hung across a data bus where data that comprises the video signal is charging through it.

"Unless you know very clearly what the data protocol and the data flow is through that system, you have no idea, when you are looking at any particular word comprising a video signal, what it really is. You're just getting this mass of data streaming by.

"To know what to pick out of that, where to trigger, what to look for — that information just isn't there. Many manufacturers are providing you with a kind of guide. You look at the output video and match your description of what you're seeing to their list of descriptions, and that tells you in general where your problem most likely is.
JVC's Professional Video Dealers want you to compare the newest member of the KY family of 3-tube color cameras to any other camera you may be thinking of...and to others you may have eliminated because of their high prices.

**COMPARE PERFORMANCE:**
The KY-2700 holds registration specs to a tight 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4%, for crisp clean pictures. That's stability!
The KY-2700 has dual-edged vertical and horizontal contour correction for the detail and sharpness you require, 500 lines resolution, and for virtually noise-free video, 54db signal to noise. That's performance!

**COMPARE FEATURES:**
A fast, 14:1 Servo zoom lens, Automatic Beam Control (ABC), Automatic White Balance with memory, Automatic Black Stabilizer circuit (ABS), a low 18 watt power consumption for extended battery operation, "Instant On" performance. And much more. That's a lot.

**COMPARE VALUE:**
No other professional 3-tube color camera can match these specifications at a price even near the KY-2700. That's a pleasure. Compare it at your JVC Professional Video Dealer NOW!


The new KY-2700
Your choice. Now.
Perfect Timing

MASTER CLOCK SYSTEMS

If seeing the same time on all your clocks is important, select ES 192 - Line Frequency timebase, for only $312.

If a guaranteed accuracy of three seconds per month is what you want, choose ES 160-$1,005.

How about one second per month? ES 160/1-$1,179.

Or National Bureau of Standards accuracy! ES 190 is synchronized to Radio Station WWV to provide a Master with unquestioned accuracy. $1,179 with receiver and antenna.

For a Time/Temperature Master, ask for ES 196-$737.

ESE Master Clock Systems are simple to install. All Masters have a Serial Time Code output, able to drive twenty slave displays without buffering. Slaves range in size from .3" LED to 2" gas discharge displays, priced from $152 to $432.

IF YOU ALREADY HAVE A SYSTEM AND WANT TO EXPAND IT, get the ES 167 Serial Time Code Generator ($141), then add any number of our low cost slaves.

Many, many options and accessories are available. Ask us about them. Our brochure tells the whole story, but not for long. We keep adding new products.

Write, Wire or Call: (213) 322-2136
142 SIERRA STREET,EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA 90245
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"Sometimes the final video itself is your best diagnostic tool. Sometimes it's your only diagnostic tool."

This leaves most stations with a greater dependence on the manufacturer for support. Unfortunately, this also leads to a tail-chasing situation for all concerned. The greater the dependence the broadcaster places on the manufacturer for diagnostic help, the more strain is placed on the manufacturer's already strained field support staff. When manufacturers declare that their more sophisticated equipment is not "field maintainable," however, broadcasters have nowhere to turn except back to the manufacturer.

"It takes very specialized computer-aided diagnostic systems just to figure out where the problem is," says Nichol. "We find ourselves in the position of limiting our troubleshooting to just get it down to the board level and get the board back to the manufacturer for repair. Many of the manufacturers have never been in this position themselves before and their field support operations can't handle it. The broadcaster gets caught in the middle again."

On one level, this situation looks bleak for all concerned. It is difficult to set up monitoring systems if the end user has no clear idea what is supposed to be the normal output of the system. The lack of adequate documentation because of proprietary software places a heavy burden back on the manufacturer to provide strong field support services. Because the support services aren't adequate to handle the increased demand it is incumbent on the broadcaster to set up inhouse monitoring systems... The circle continues.

There is, of course, some hope. There are two approaches that seem to offer the best way out of the digital testing morass.

The first is for manufacturers to begin designing-in self-diagnostic systems. According to Walt Nichol, "A major piece of digital equipment today that cannot, in the majority of the failure modes, tell you which board the failure is on is not meeting the needs of today's industry."

Along the same vein, there should be some way of at least plugging into the manufacturer's host computer so it can interrogate your device and tell you what's wrong with it.

The other approach that will help solve many of the test and measurement problems in the digital plant is the setting of standards. And most of the people BM/E interviewed for this story feel that just setting the standards is not the total solution. There has to be a recognition that, as Steve Smith puts it, "There are other types of test equipment that are prevalent in other industries that ought to be prevalent in our industry. It is because [without digital standards] manufacturers aren't designing their systems to use standard test equipment."

Leonard concurs, "When you get into the question of test and measurement in the digital plant," he states, "you are going to be confronted with a situation in which no one will invest in diagnostic equipment until things become stable. Nobody is going to invest in a $100,000 diagnostic unit unless they are sure that the monitoring and communications techniques are the ones that are going to be used for the next five years."

In the digital plant, that will be the test and the measurement.
Improved In Four Important Ways!

No. 1 Cart Machine
Today, one out of every two broadcast cartridge machines purchased worldwide is an ITC Premium Line machine. Now, four new features make this first-choice line an even greater value.

Improved Frequency Response
The head is new. The open-faced design is cylindrically shaped rather than hyperbolic. MuMetal laminations are surrounded by epoxy filler impregnated with aluminum oxide particles for shielding and durability. Core windows are wider than conventional designs. The end result is greatly improved frequency response without low end humps and bumps.

Removable Head Module
True center pivot design. Azimuth, zenith and height adjust independently. Locking one does not affect the others. Steel ball pivots and longer azimuth arms permit finer tuning.

Improved Tape-Head Alignment
New cartridge positioning system assures precise, rigid alignment of tape to head even when insertion is hurried or careless.

Long-Life Pressure Roller
The 525K pressure roller offers twice the pulling power and extended life. Tolerates common cleaning chemicals. Holds its durometer even in high humidity.

To place a no-risk order
CALL TOLL-FREE
800-447-0414
From Alaska, Hawaii, Illinois call collect; (309) 828-1381

International Tapetronics Corporation,
2425 South Main Street,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701

Marketed exclusively in Canada by McCurdy Radio Industries, Ltd., Toronto
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The built-in .001 Hz resolution — sensitivity control — handle

DELIVERS

DIGIMAX

MAXIMUM — PERFORMANCE — ACCURACY

50 Hz to 1.2 GHz

MODEL D1200 INCLUDES — .001 Hz RESOLUTION — SENSITIVITY CONTROL — HANDLE

WHY BUY DIGIMAX?

Because we produce the most accurate frequency counter for the money. Because most models count to 1 GHz even 1.2 GHz (standard prescaler) — because Digimax model types have sold more than 25,000 units — Because Digimax has the best quality specifications to price ratio in the industry — NO! Because if you settle for any counter with lesser specifications than Digimax offers, or pay $100, $200, or even $500 more — You have simply made a mistake. We feel confident that when you compare Digimax specifications & prices, you will discover for yourself that Digimax instruments provides the best features for the price of any frequency counter manufacturer. Your choice is clear — Buy quality — Buy Performance — Buy Effectiveness — Buy Digimax.

ALL MODELS MEET FCC LANDMOBILE BROADCAST TELECOMMUNICATIONS REQ.

The D500 will count from 50 Hz to 512 MHz — the D510 from 50 Hz to 1 GHz — the 500 series includes a 1 PPM (17° to 35°C) TCXO — combined with the compact size and portability when a BAC-5 rechargeable battery pack is added. The 500 series becomes the perfect addition for any tool box, car, boat, or ham shack — plus they can help you meet your QSO on the correct frequency, or check your transmitter frequency. The D500 will resolve 1 Hz to 50 MHz, 10 Hz to 500 MHz, and the D510 will resolve 10 Hz to 1 GHz. The excellent accuracy, high reliability, clearly makes the D500 or D510 the perfect choice for that bench, tool box, or ham shack. Plus Digimax’s low cost will fit most any budget.

YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR IS

DEALER LOCATION — ORDERS — OEM

800-854-1566

5625 Kearny Villa Road
San Diego, CA 92123

California Call 714-569-6582

Prices and/or specifications subject to change without notice or obligation. TERMS: MC-VIS. Check-M.O.-COD in U.S. Funds. Please add 10% to a maximum of $10.00 for shipping, handling & insurance. Orders outside of USA & Canada will require air freight collect. California residents add 6% Sales Tax.

DigiMax instruments corp.

MODEL | PRICE | FREQUENCY RANGE | ACCURACY OVER TEMPERATURE | READ OUTS | SENSITIVITY TYP. | POWER REQ.

D500 | $129.95 | 50 Hz-512 MHz | 1 PPM 17°-35°C TCXO | 8 to 50 MV | 20 to 50 MV | 8-15 VDC

D510 | $159.95 | 50 Hz-1.0 GHz | TIME BASE | 10 to 50 MV | 50 to 100 MV | 8-15 VDC

D612 | $239.95 | 50 Hz-1.2 GHz | 1 PPM 20°-40°C | 9 to 50 MV | 50 to 75 MV | 8-15 VDC

D1200 | $279.95 | 50 Hz-1.2 GHz | 10 MHz OVEN | 9 to 50 MV | 50 to 75 MV | 8-15 VDC

AC-12 AC-ADAPTER | $8.95 | T-1200 BNC-BASE 21" ANT. | $8.95 | BAC12 | $34.95 | BAC5 | $29.95
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TEST AND MEASUREMENT: A LOOK AT WHAT LIES AHEAD

By Tom Long

Increasing complexity and impending digitization are forcing changes in time-honored broadcast plant maintenance methods. Here, a representative of a company intimately involved with these changes gives his views on what broadcasters need to do to keep up.

Like the world, broadcast technology is getting more complex. Broadcasters want more technical and administrative control over the broadcast plant; they want more creative tools with which to dazzle the market; they want equipment that is more reliable; they want to cut costs; they want to keep up.

Some, however, have mixed feelings about the trend to greater technical sophistication. They see the age of seat-of-the-pants engineering slipping away, and many were more comfortable with it. They see fewer and fewer skilled technical people to go around. They see digital circuitry replacing analog circuitry, and they are aware that digital equipment has different characteristics. It can only tolerate drift or distortion to a certain threshold, and then it’s go/no go. It is basically more reliable, can report on its own status, and can help diagnose its own problems. Much of it is programmable, and much can operate unattended. But there is still a need for test and measurement equipment, and there is concern that in the new world of digital equipment, T&M instruments will become expensive, difficult to use, and expensive to service.

This whole subject, of course, is of intense interest to manufacturers of T&M gear. By and large, I feel that the concern is unwarranted. In this article, I want to sum up current trends and where they’re leading, and make some educated guesses about what lies ahead.

One basic shift among broadcasters is to the use of digitally controlled systems that require data terminals, some in-house programming, and data-communications links. This is really part of a global trend affecting all industries, but broadcasters, because they deal in precision signals and minute fragments of time, have greater concern than many about lost data bits and high-speed troubleshooting. Terminals, storage devices, and mainframes are generally serviced by a manufacturer or its representative; but problems may arise elsewhere, in communications links or interfaces. Conventional station test gear won’t do here; the instrument of choice is a data analyzer (or logic analyzer) that can be quickly connected to the data stream at specific points to track down the fault.

The most immediate evolving change is likely to be driven by the television industry’s need for higher quality...
As higher quality audio becomes a necessary competitive strategy for radio stations, greater care must be given to large EQ systems and other audio paths employed in multichannel routing systems and provides freedom from electromagnetic interference with the audio signal.

Programmable instruments are solving other nagging T&M problems for broadcasters, such as the time-consuming taking of video-signal measurements to satisfy NTC 7 and FCC requirements. The analog instruments traditionally used are subject to drift, loss of accuracy, and the need for frequent adjustment. Programmed digital instruments can do the work quickly — even automatically — with great accuracy and with the ability to diagnose their own faults, if any. They are less subject to drift. The other virtue of programmable equipment is that when future measurement needs change, it is a matter of updating software, not hardware.

The increased use of microwave links for ENG coverage and the use of satellite up/downlinks, coupled with a growing shortage of skilled technical people, has created a demand for programmable versions of some testing instruments. Programmable spectrum analyzers, for example, are available for automated measurement and, through a GPIB interface, automated documentation of results. We see the trend in spectrum analyzers going both ways: simplified versions for some applications, more sophisticated microprocessor-controlled versions for others.

Another development that will affect the test and measurement of broadcast video signals is teletext, essentially a system of providing alphanumeric and graphic information to home users by means of common carriers — telephone, cable, broadcast TV. It is a reality in Britain and France and is being tested in Canada and the U.S. In broadcast systems, the information will be carried as a digital pulse train in the vertical blanking interval. It is vulnerable to distortion in transmitters or receivers, since distortion or ghosting can result in lost data bits that will garble the information and make it useless.

Teletext signals may require tightening of group delay and gain frequency response flatness in the 1 MHz to 3 MHz range. Delay and flatness errors result in inter-symbol interference, a condition in which pulses lose their independent meanings and the transmission becomes gar-
BROADCASTERS AND PRODUCTION COMPANIES DEPEND ON AMPLEX TAPE.

From videotape equipment to the video tape itself, broadcasters and production companies throughout the world depend on Ampex. High quality, durability, reliability, and prompt service are just some of the reasons.

Ampex 175 Highband Quadruplex Video Tape has proven itself under every conceivable type of operating condition within every video standard. Excellent color performance, low dropouts, and a tough durable formulation with low headwear are features which have contributed to this dependability.

And now Ampex 196 High Energy Broadcast Helical Video Tape has been specifically engineered to fill the increasing needs of a particularly demanding group of video professionals—those who have chosen one of the new broadcast helical VTRs.

No matter what your video tape needs are, there’s an Ampex video tape for you. And, once you’ve tried Ampex tape, you’ll see why broadcasters and production companies have grown to depend on Ampex.

REFLECTIONS OF REALITY. AND BEYOND.

Ampex Corporation Magnetic Tape Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063 415/367-4463
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Digital signal generators are becoming more common in order to provide the array and stability of test signals required for precise measurement.

A sequence of modulated sin² pulses in the 1 MHz to 3 MHz range allows the testing of gain and delay flatness.

The digitization of the television signal, which is currently being done in digital video effects and which will be followed with digital videotape recorders and other studio equipment, will bring with it unique problems. Certain problems center around the need for a parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel data-stream conversion system that satisfies the industry's need for precision signal transmission. Intersymbol interference, noted as a possible problem with teletext, will be much more of a problem in the serial transmission of digital television signals. New test and measurement equipment will unquestionably be needed.

High-quality fiber-optic television distribution systems also present engineering-instrumentation problems. Test instruments to deal with these problems are in the works. T&M equipment generally will become smaller, more intelligent, and programmable. More T&M instruments will automatically monitor equipment and indicate faults or status by lights or LEDs, rather than providing readouts in absolute values. There will be more and more remote, unattended transmitters, creating a greater demand for automatic monitoring equipment and for highly portable T&M equipment. Remote production also demands small, light, simple reliable test gear.

As digital circuitry helps reduce the size of T&M instruments, it will also make them inherently more reliable, with more and more serviceability built-in. Change will occur also in customer service. Companies making T&M instruments will be doing more and more service work, not at the broadcast station, but at regional shops. This is an inevitable outgrowth of two factors: the shortage of capable technical people, and the growing complexity of the instruments. The approach to product manuals may change as well. We prefer to explain theory as well as practice in our manuals, but it may well be that the emphasis will shift to structured diagnostic procedures rather than the theoretical information that permitted technicians and engineers to deduce problem sources.

Tracing the future

What other trends do we see? While the size of T&M equipment will shrink in the years ahead, the sophisticated instruments used in shops and labs will be substantially more complex and expensive. And although status indicators will multiply, don't look for LED's to replace cathode ray tubes. The oscilloscope gives a continuum of information that is difficult to reproduce any other way.

With the arrival of digital audio and digital video, is it possible those familiar scopes and WFMs will eventually disappear? Not likely. They will be supplemented with other products to help unravel the complexity of the signal.

Other developments — the slow change of the station from a technical to a data-oriented business environment, the advent of high-resolution video systems, the emergence of fiber optics as a transmission medium, and still others — will keep T&M people on their toes in the years to come. The products the industry will need are already taking shape today.

**Editors note:** There is, today, more test and measurement instrumentation available than ever before. Much of the newer T&M approaches were in evidence at this past NAB. For a comprehensive review of the new products, from Tektronix and others, see our report on page 51. Other instrumentation is just coming to the attention of broadcasters especially in the areas of equipment for digital circuitry and computer maintenance.

Certainly, as computers become more pervasive in broadcasting, companies less familiar to broadcasters but known to the computer industry will begin to offer specialized instrumentation to this industry in competition with conventional suppliers. Companies providing logic analyzers and data analyzers likely to be heard from include, for these newer types: Hewlett Packard, Gould, Paratronics, Dolch, Philips. Audio distortion analyzers like Tek's AA-50, will also come from companies like Sound Technology and Potomac Instruments.
TV test equipment from the inventors of the Plumbicon® tube.

At long last a new, reliable source of TV test equipment. One that offers fast, predictable delivery. One with a name all the world trusts—Philips. Four quick examples:

PM5565 Waveform Monitor
Enjoy the luxury of examining one line and one field at a time. On top of this, there’s a convenient front probe input so you can use the monitor as a troubleshooting oscilloscope.

PM5567 Vectorscope
If you want more accurate decoding and the ability to have an external reference from composite video signals, choose our vectorscope.

Both waveform monitor and vectorscope mount side by side, fit all existing hardware and use less power than the competition.

PM5539 Color Analyzer
Take it on a quick trip through your studio or control room and adjust all monitors to the same color temperature in a matter of minutes.

With four different memories, there’s no problem in quickly calibrating four different phosphors.

Variable full-scale, from less than setup to more than reference white, allows measurement of color tracking as a function of APL.

PM5534 Color Pattern Generator
Our universal pattern contains all the signals needed to verify overall system operation—directly from the picture. No wonder virtually every set manufacturer uses our pattern for their TV set alignment.

Of course our TV test equipment line doesn’t end here. Today Philips offers a wide range of equipment including sync and pattern generators, VITS generators and analyzers, and TV modulators and demodulators.

For nationwide sales and service information call 800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips Test and Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430.

Philips, of course.
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MARCONI has the proven answer to ‘H’ & ‘V’ Blanking Measurements

See How Easily Timing Measurements Can Now Be Made

- Fast accurate measurements at the touch of a button
- Results from samples taken throughout active field
- Blanking at set-up (+4 IRE) and picture (+20 IRE) measured independently to 10 nsec. resolution
- Vertical Blanking resolved to 1/10 line
- Printout from BCD output on command
- All functions may be remotely controlled for simple system integration
- Manufactured in U.S.A., domestic price $4950
By David Acker

As the industry rushes toward computerization and digital systems, concern grows over the ability of maintenance to keep up. NAB '81 showed test and measurement running hard and staying with the pack.

A TREND HAS BEEN SET by the major test equipment and instrumentation manufacturers in several new product introductions at last April's NAB. With radical equipment changes taking place at both radio and television stations, predicted by the equipment reported in last month's BM/E, the need for more automatic, faster, and simpler test, measurement, and monitoring technology is clear.

BM/E chose to treat T&M separately in this issue in order to give the reader an opportunity to see this new test and measurement gear against the backdrop of the changes taking place in other broadcast equipment and in the light of the structural changes taking place in the industry as a whole. The preceding articles describe some of the major concerns for support of the highly sophisticated equipment now coming on line. It is not surprising, therefore, that the sharp turn towards digital circuitry and computerization in other classes of broadcast equipment is recreated in the T&M category.

Microprocessor control is a key feature in many new products and permits more inherent sophistication and capability while easing the equipment operational interface. In many cases, the microprocessor programs test sequences, makes data comparisons and analyses and provides a more routine approach to testing studio, engineering, or production equipment. Periodic testing with hard-copy printout of several important system parameters allows the user to get the full performance picture, preventing costly equipment breakdowns or degradation in performance that otherwise might go undetected until a catastrophic breakdown occurs.

Multiple-parameter testing is another key feature of many new products, saving money from several angles. Since fewer test units are needed, costs for original capital equipment, setup, and operating labor are reduced.

Promises of speedy or off-the-shelf delivery are also an important objective for many manufacturers. Most equipment introduced is either currently available or will be within 90 or 120 days.

The television monitor is appearing widely as a display medium for the new equipment. Notably, the picture monitor functions as an oscilloscope for Lenco's SCH measuring product, VideoScope. Several audio manufacturers are also incorporating the monitor as a spectrum analyzer display. Another monitor-based product feature seen in many test equipment units is "spot" measurement for parameters such as luminance or chroma noise. Specific areas anywhere in the field can be selected for evaluation and measurements made to determine performance of important system parameters.

All in all, manufacturers are trying to provide the degree of sophistication required to quantify the performance of today's television processing equipment, while at the same time making the job easier for the operator. It is a big task, particularly in light of the ever-growing complexity of digital video equipment.

It appears that we're headed in the right direction, however. Microprocessor-controlled systems can provide the versatility and speed needed to test newer, more complex equipment. Cost-effective test systems that operate on a routine or, in some cases, continual basis will help spot problems before it's too late. Finally, the computer world can make important contributions as well. Standard computer interfaces will strengthen the test equipment role by providing the better, more reliable gear needed to continue the advancement of television equipment and programming.

While in this transitional stage, however, conventional T&M systems continue to expand their capabilities by progressively adding automations and digital storage. One definite concern is the desire not to leave the analog world behind. Many of the new systems, therefore, look and operate like earlier equipment, but move the speed and accuracy of their functions far forward in order to keep pace.

TV heads toward computers

One direction in test and measurement was clearly demonstrated by Digital Video Systems' DPS-100 diagnostic

Philips introduced two companion instruments, the PM 5567 vectorscope and PM 5565 waveform monitor

David Acker is a consultant to the television industry and former president of Microtime, Inc.
system. As reported last month, this highly sophisticated system exemplifies the trend toward on-line T&M, providing constant monitoring of the various video and time base parameters and reporting developing problems to the operator. The system, of course, also provides off-line system testing through a series of digitally generated test signals that can be run and evaluated for complete system checks.

Philips Test and Measuring Instruments (not involved in the CDL deal) introduced the Model PM5565 waveform monitor and a new vectorscope, Model PM5566. These complementary products are available in both PAL and NTSC standards and list for $2095 and $2570, respectively. Other equipment from Philips' Professional Television (PTV) measuring division included the color pattern generator PM5534, which has a test pattern with 27 parameters, and several other video signal generators. A new digital storage oscilloscope, Model PM3310, samples the input waveform and stores it for analytic comparison purposes. Four memories provide multiple trace displays of stored information. The microprocessor-controlled unit can be interfaced to other equipment via the IEEE-488 bus. Transient signals up to 12.5 MHz and periodic signals up to 60 MHz can be processed. The unit is currently available at $6995.

Several new T&M products were introduced by Tektronix, including a digital storage oscilloscope, a solid-state waveform monitor, a SMPTE color bar generator, a digital storage RF spectrum analyzer, and some new products for the overseas market. The digital storage oscilloscope, Model 468, operates exactly like the non-storage 465B except when in the storage mode, which is achieved with the push of a single button. The $5600, 468, due to be available next month, uses a 25 MS/s, eight-bit digitizer and a display interpolation technique to achieve a 10 MHz "useful storage bandwidth."

The new waveform monitor, Model 528A, is designed for use with camera outputs, video system output lines, and video input lines in 525-line systems (625-line models are optional). The $2095 unit is extremely compact at just 5.25 inches high. Its small size makes it appropriate for use with a companion unit such as a vectorscope. The new color bar generator is the TSG7 SMPTE monitor alignment color bar test signal generator. It is part of Tek's 1410 generator series and provides, in addition to monitor alignment, EIA color bars, full-field color bars, and several split-field color bar signals. The unit is priced at $1300, and, according to Tek, deliverable in four weeks. A retrofit kit to add the monitor alignment function to the TSG1 will become available shortly.

Lenco, in addition to showing its Videoscope (which uses a conventional picture monitor to graphically display
Rohde & Schwarz's noise generator provides white noise over a bandwidth from 20 to 50 Hz.

Marconi's new SR1100 and SG1100 audio testing system can examine some 46 key parameters in 3.5 seconds.

If you want real-life color and clarity from your 3/4 inch video tape masters or copies, use new Scotch Color Plus. It gives you 2.5 dB more chroma signal-to-noise, 1.5 dB more signal-to-noise and 1.5 dB more RF output than standard J-Matic format videocassettes. That's equal to at least one generation of picture quality.

We put 25 years of video tape experience to work in developing Color Plus. And we manufacture it to the same precise standards as our 1" and quad mastering tapes.
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NAB SHOW IN PRINT

Software prompting provides an easy interface for the operator. All equipment is currently available, with prices starting at $17,500 (the cost of the 2914A). The system is good example of automated measuring equipment easing the complexity, cost and time of test and maintenance measurements.

Several new products from Rohde & Schwarz include the digital video test signal generator SPF 2, which provides 32 different test signals including color bars, linear and non-linear distortion test signals, convergence, and VITS. It employs digital processing and is available in both NTSC and PAL standards. Priced at $9500, the unit is currently available.

The R&S video noise meter UPSF 2 features microprocessor control and ease of operation, along with digital readout of true RMS and peak values and autoranging. The unit will measure luminance and chroma noise over all lines, in any line or a selected spot in the field. Available in both NTSC and PAL standards, the UPSF 2 is priced at about $16,000. Deliveries will start November 1.

The noise generator SUF 2, currently available at $4400, generates white noise over a bandwidth from 20 Hz to 50 Hz. The noise spectrum can be used to detect non-linear distortions and to measure frequency response.

Videotek unveiled its new TSM-5 waveform monitor and a new vectorscope, Model VSM-5. The 5½-inch high compactness of both units is attractive. They can be purchased separately or as a companion set housed in the same cabinet. The waveform monitor is available in either NTSC or PAL and provides several modes of display and filter selections. The vectorscope also provides several operational modes and an A/B input selectable display, as well as a test circle for calibration. Priced at $4530, with delivery in two weeks. Videotek also displayed its standard lines of professional picture monitors and receivers, a tuner/demodulator, and an audio program monitor.

Asaca/ShibaSoku continued to expand its influence in the television test and measurement field, displaying its widely respected color video noise meter, Model 925R; video sweep generator, SV11; white balance checker, 898B, and TV signal analyzer, TSA-7/1. The TSA-7/1 is an extremely sophisticated unit for automatic waveform measurement using a microcomputer for arithmetic-type measurement. It offers a wide variety of interfacing opportunities to extend its effectiveness. New to the line was the video sweep generator, SV11. This unit
is for wideband video sweep operation from 100 kHz to 30 MHz. Two amplitude ranges allow sweep of the entire range or selection of a particular frequency. Sweep signals can be selected by switching V sweep of the built-in sync signal and power line frequency. A variety of marker functions can be added or extracted to allow the indication of attenuating band in the measured circuits. The unit is also suitable as a signal source for adjustment and test of high-resolution, wideband video equipment.

For-A Co. introduced a new sync pulse/color signal generator, the TSG-5000. Available in NTSC and PAL, the unit provides full sync drive outputs as well as color bars, black burst, and a color background signal. Genlock is derived from either composite video or subcarrier, comp sync and PAL pulse (as applicable). The unit also has a remote control feature that permits operation of the sync pulse/signal generator as well as the hue, saturation, and luminance level of the color background signal. Operation to full broadcast specifications is a key performance feature.

Leitch unveiled its microprocessor-controlled DTG-1000 digital test generator, capable of providing 35 different test patterns on five separate outputs. Each test signal is digitally generated, based on a software program. Output signals are grouped into five test modes, each consisting of seven configurations. Scope trigger outputs further add to the versatility of the unit. Test signal selection and output can be remotely controlled. Status indicators provide the equipment operational modes. “Zero SCH” is a key feature. The $8500 unit will be available in September.

Broadcast Video Systems introduced a new color signal monitor, model EV4060. This instrument, manufactured by Electronic Visuals Limited, is switchable between waveform and color vector display modes. Featuring full broadcast specifications, half-rack 5¼-inch height, a high-brightness trace on all sweeps, sound-in-sync capability, test circle, and squarewave calibration, the unit will be available in July at a cost of $4500. BVS also showed the PW-200 pulse width measuring set, which determines sync and H and V blanking widths when used in conjunction with a black and white monitor. The unit reads out measurements as set by a cursor anywhere in the field.

Comprehensive Video Systems brought the new VTC-100 video test center. The $795 equipment conveniently brings together video and audio test signals for checkout of cameras, VTRs, or any other processing equipment. Monitors are easily interfaced via separate connections on EIAJ eight-pin
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proved that broadcast vehicle success is not predicated on hand-rubbed lacquer paint jobs or oversized off-the-road tires. Packed into a 20 foot stripped-out paramedic ambulance box atop a Ford chassis are three SK-70 digitally con-
trolled cameras and an SK-80 minicam, a Grass Valley 1600 switcher, a Yamaha PM 700 21-input audio board, and an RTS intercom interfaced with a four-station telephone, so producers do not have to stay in the truck.

Video Productions of Nevada has had the van for three years, during which time it has produced world-class shows for clients as diverse as Don King Productions and NASA, for which it provided 17 days of non-fault pool coverage of the Pioneer flight through Saturn's rings.

VPN's ex-ambulance must travel with an outboard van that carries an RCA TH-200 one-inch VTR with slow mo and a TH-50 portable one-inch VTR; there is no on-board tape facility in the three-year-old truck, which counts among its clients Japan's NHK, Italy's RAI, and West Germany's ARD as well as the three commercial U.S. networks and PBS.

Midwest Corp. of Cincinnati, Ohio, showed its M-1, an EFP vehicle that is being built as near to a standard vehicle as is possible in this business. Based on an econoline-type van, the vehicle — which costs just under $100,000 — is equipped with two Hitachi FP-40S cameras, an Echolab SE2 switcher, a Quantafont QV character generator, a Sony VO2860A U-Matic recorder/editor, Microtrak 6455 audio console, and a Technics RS-M85 audio cassette deck. In addition, the standardized broadcast van carries Panasonic TR932 dual nine-inch monitors, a Videotek VM8PR color monitor, a Tektronix 528 waveform monitor, and a VAC BPM-1 burst phase monitor, as well as a Lenco Video distribution system.

Options on the truck include editing equipment, microwave relay systems, additional cameras, a time base corrector, and alternate equipment selections and floor plans. The company promises that if it cannot have a basic M-1 vehicle ready for delivery within 30 days of order, it will knock $2000 off the price tag.

A name new to NAB — but not to the broadcast vehicle field — is Gerstenslager, a custom coach builder based in Wooster, Ohio. Although the company did not bring its vehicles to Las Vegas, company representatives were happy to discuss the three model types the company builds. They include a four-camera transit bus model, a 20-foot Forward Control EFP truck, and 40-foot trailer rig equipped as a studio on wheels.

Even the camera makers are getting in on the broadcast vehicle act. Philips introduced its new line of mobile television production vehicles, which are equipped with several Philips camera options, a one-inch VTR, production switcher, and audio facilities.

Philips initiates its mobile unit enterprise with four vehicles, the A-10, a 10-foot unit for single camera use; the B-14, a 14-foot unit for two camera operation; the C-16, a 16-footer also for two cameras, and the D-22, a 22-foot unit designed for three cameras. The B-14 and C-16 are expandable to three camera units while the D-22 can handle up to six cameras. All units sport complete audio and lighting facilities. Suggested cameras are triax or conventional LDK-14S, LDK-25B, or LDK-5B.

Video Production Services of Kansas City and Dallas endorsed Philips's camera choice. VPS showed off its new van, a Compact Video Services Com-

---

Video Production Services of Kansas City and Dallas was one of several large EFP vehicles which selected Philips LDK series cameras.
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pact 21B, which also packs Philips electronic Location Productions displayed at NAB last year's NAB by the California group) arrived at Las Vegas with a 75-day-old audio production van that already had done the Golden Gloves, a Diana Ross special, the Academy Awards, the AFI tribute to Fred Astaire, and a Bobby Vinton Special. Built on a 32-foot Ford utility van chassis, the vehicle makes up in accessibility, engineering ergonomics and front-running audio technology what it lacks in flash. Focal point of the vehicle is its heavily redesigned Eclipse "C" Sphere console, providing 136 inputs and 42 outputs. Eight buses have been added, giving a total of 32. Six 16 by four submixers are on board, in addition to eight stereo submixer pots. Two Ampex ATRs and two Ampex 24-track MM 1200s complete this vehicle, which is available to production houses on a rental basis.

San Diego-based Centro Corp., which at the time of the show had just been acquired by one of its best clients, Skaggs Telecommunications Services of Salt Lake City, pulled the wraps from its "Iso Pack" truck. Essentially, the vehicle — on a GMC chassis — can be reconfigured from a series of 18-inch isolated (hence, "iso") modules. Among the "Iso Pack" reconfigurations: a film-style van that includes two cameras and two one-inch VTRs; an Iso camera van, with one camera and microwave transmitter/VTR; an Iso tape van, which carries a slow-mo with two Ampex VPR-2s; an Iso graphics, with a Chyron character generator; audio mix pack, a multi-channel audio mixer with multi-track ATR; a camera control pack that handles up to six camera systems; a transmission pack with engineering-only equipment; and a cable pack that includes cable reels and motors. Centro executives concede that the Iso Pack approach is not inexpensive, but it is considerably cheaper than having to purchase several different vans to achieve the same operational or technical flexibility afforded by a single "Iso" vehicle.

The company also introduced a 100 kW generator trailer that develops its output from a Lamborghini diesel. Centro, which has established itself as a designer/builder of studio control rooms and broadcast vehicles, is "definitely thinking" in the direction of airborne news, according to ranking company insiders.

Compact Video Systems continued to push its Compact 17 and 19, 27, 40 and 42 series of vehicles. One of its strongest voices came from Video Production Services (the folks with the Philips cameras), which was at the show with its new Compact 27. In addition to the four LDK-5 and one LDK-14 triaxed cameras, the vehicle carries two Ampex VPR-2B one-inch VTRs with controllers, an Ampex VPR-20 one-inch field recorder, a Chyron IV titling system, a Grass Valley 1600-3F switcher, Quantel digital effects, Conrac color video monitors, an RTS four-channel IFB, a Studer 16 by four audio console, an Ampex ATR-100 audio recorder, an ITC stereo cart deck, JBL audio monitor, and an Adda frame synchronizer/still store.

The custom vehicle racket can be tough. Television Engineering Corp. was showing an unfinished four-camera unit built in a Barth body that sits atop a 23-foot Chevrolet chassis. The van features self-contained power, and while the VCR rack accommodates ¾-inch video with editing, company officials were quick to point out that changes could be made to customer specifications. This particular truck, with its side skirt and rear panel storage bins, could be completed within 30 days of the show — all it needed was a customer (normally, TEC takes between 90 and 120 days to produce a broadcast vehicle).

The company currently is building two identical 18-foot vans, the first time it has had a concurrent order for the same vehicle. T-E-N-G Corp., which company officials say, has had "tremendous success" with its four-wheel-drive suburban vehicles since last year, arrived at the show with an even smaller vehicle — an Oldsmobile Cutlass ENG car, on loan from San Francisco's ABC affiliate, KGO-TV. The news car will carry three people in addition to the 500 W on-board generator and the Microwave Associates 13 GHz video/2 GHz audio microwave transmitters.

Wolf coach decided not to show its Step-Van-based Hippo this year, choosing instead a microwave relay truck built on a Ford econoline 350 chassis that the Northeboro, Mass., company has built for New York City's WNBC-TV. Sticking with the microwave theme, Wolf this year introduced its QD-1, a bumper-mounted 12-foot tall post for any mini-transmitter. The QD-1, which breaks down for storage, can be fitted to virtually any vehicle bumper.

Getting off the ground with a turnkey airborne ENG Package, Hughes Helicopters unveiled its 300C piston-
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engined chopper, which packs either Tayburn or Microwave Associates microwave equipment — both of which are light enough to stay within the small helicopter’s load capacity. The three-place bird, which can broadcast live or operate as a microwave transponder, costs $160,000 fully equipped — about one-third the cost of other fully equipped turbine helicopters.

Included in the on-board equipment are a three-inch Sony color monitor, a Wolfburg 12-band UHF transmitter, and a Wolfburg 9600 channel VHF transmitter. Camera power is through the aircraft’s electrical system, obviating the need for battery packs. Hughes representatives at Las Vegas said they were anticipating a very strong overseas market for the microwave-equipped 300C.

At the other end of the helicopter spectrum was Bell’s LongRanger II, a seven-place turbine-engined aircraft that sells for $500,000 without any broadcast equipment on board. This was the first time Bell has shown the LongRanger at an NAB; last year it had arrived with the five-place, $300,000 JetRanger.

Advantages to the LongRanger, Bell representatives pointed out, were that a news director could work from either side of the fore or aft cabin, a reporter could sit next to the pilot or in the passenger cabin, the camera operator could shoot from either side of the craft or could shoot the reporter from a workable distance while in flight, and monitoring equipment could be placed pretty much wherever a producer desired.

Although ENG Helicopter did not show up with an aircraft this year, its president, Alex Carey, was showing his new Magic Movement camera mount, which, because it lacks counterweights, saves a seat within a helicopter. The nine-pound mount will accommodate cameras weighing up to 40 pounds. Cost of the constant resistance damping mount with aircraft fittings is $12,000.

For more information: Strike System’s Eagle Camera Car, 322; F&F Production’s GTX, 323; Video Productions, 324; Midwest Corp’s M-1, 325; Gerstenslager custom-built broadcast vehicles, 326; Philips mobile television production vehicles, 327; Centro Corp., “Iso Pack” truck, 328; Television Engineering Corp, custom vehicles, 329; ENG Corp’s ENG car, 330; Wolf Coach’s QD-1, 331; Hughes Helicopter’s 300C, 332; Bell Helicopter’s LongRanger II, 333; ENG Helicopter’s Magic Movement camera mount, 334.
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With the growth of STV, UHF broadcasters and LPTV visionaries wrangle with some sticky problems in the search for a new service.

OF ALL THE SESSIONS at this year's NAB convention, none proved more intriguing than STV. Clearly the new business has problems, but in the opinion of the panelists, the problems are manageable. The technology for STV is also a problem, but the exhibits demonstrated that the technical problems largely stem from a measure of confusion over how an STV operation is best created, and to what ends. To compete for viewers, STV needs the highest possible signal quality and complicated security for its terminal equipment. These "musts" are faced by an equally compelling need for economy.

The panel, "STV: Boom or Bust," was moderated by Robert Cahill of Chartwell Communications, Los Angeles. Cahill struck a theme in his opening remarks that was to pervade the rest of the discussion: "[STV] is not a get-rich-quick scheme," Cahill asserted. Rather, he said, it is a complicated, difficult business that can be an important and successful service if those who would prosper by it understand it and cooperate with one another.

STV, Cahill noted, is just over four years old. Its quick success in L.A. may have been too quick, he said, leading "all the UHF station owners immediately to think of this as a gold mine. So the UHF operators began to exact their nine pounds of flesh — and quite frankly, it brought STV to a halt for a time." It should be remembered that STV involves a delicate relationship between program supplier, service operator, broadcaster, and consumer. At this vulnerable stage of STV's evolution, any one of the participants could kill it off.

Panelist Chip Morris of American Television and Communications Corp. pointed out that STV holds tremendous potential. A recent survey showed people want not just one, but multiple pay channels. Ninety percent of those surveyed who have one channel want two, and of those with two, 50 percent want a third. The technology for delivering multiple STV channels is developing and such multi- or all-channel boxes are only marginally more costly than single-channel boxes. The demand for new services can lead to tiered offerings as well as to entry into the market of multiple suppliers. John Gwin, representing Oak Communications on the panel, pointed out that in Oak's recent offering of an adult channel in Phoenix and Ft. Lauderdale, 60 percent of the basic subscribers signed up for the new tier. Sports channels have also proved successful, and while STV does not necessarily compete for the big pro sports, offering a careful selection of regional, amateur, and professional sports can help the STV operator appeal to males who make the STV decision.

Two sides to every story

Panelist Dick Wolfson of Wometco Enterprises said, "There are terrible problems in STV." Boxes become obsolete, pay TV gets most of the first-run product from Hollywood, service calls on users' boxes are increasingly expensive with wages up, fuel prices are rising — the litany goes on. But, Wolfson said, "it's 'get rich slowly.'" With perseverance and cooperation things can change. The economic balance will shift to STV's favor from CATV systems, which, Gwin said, "pay for themselves in something under a century." MDS is not seen as a serious competitor yet, and with some help from the producing community, the FCC, and the courts, CATV may someday be an asset. DBS is seen as a natural ally of STV. Several of the panelists noted that DBS could become a customer of STV programming.

But problems do abound. Piracy is a battle that STV may be winning. Gwin pointed to some success in getting the courts in Detroit to find against pirates under section 605 of the Communications Act and sees the FCC considering application of Section 302. More prosecution is needed, and STV operators look to producers to help them in this. Some STV operators report success in seeking damages against pirates. Recently, one operator sought to foreclose on the home mortgages of two pirates. Said one panelist, "We will beat it — we will see a lot of pirates in jail!"
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“Gold mine” hard to tap

While STV is profitable if done right, doing it right is not easy. Non-STV programming on an STV station must be beefed up to give the station an identity as a quality programming source. The signal must be crystal clear, which means higher-priced equipment and sharp attention to maintenance. For the STV operator, there are always the problems of maintaining the consumer equipment, collection, box theft, disconnects, and programming costs.

Oak’s Gwin said that a break-even point exists in a system of 30,000 to 60,000, depending on the market potential. Before Oak is interested, Gwin explained, the market must have the potential for 90,000 to 100,000 subscribers. Chip Morris said that between 10 and 12 percent of a typical market’s viewers were likely to subscribe, and that under today’s economics, a million-home market is probably the minimum target.

It should also be noted that these guidelines vary when there is more than one pay service per market. A recent Boston Research study, however, placed the amortizable cost per subscriber at $400, which gives the potential operator some guidance on the suitability of a market.

LPTV: maybe yes, maybe no

Wolfson of Wometco said flatly, “LPTV? I’m afraid it’s a snare and a delusion.” With potential market size probably much smaller, LPTV operators will still need to invest in all the hardware. Said Gwin, “I fail to understand what people envision for all these applications which have inundated the FCC.” All Gwin could see were “new swimming pools” for the lawyers. He did allow, however, that some giant STV operator with a network of LPTV stations connected by satellite might make a go of it, though cost might well escalate.

Nevertheless, some panelists saw LPTV opportunities as possible adjuncts to cable services or as avenues for new specialized programs that could be produced economically for smaller audiences. One cited advantage of LPTV was the absence of public service requirements, which might lead to all-day STV and even new services. Clearly, the experts have severe doubts about the potency of STV as a magic elixir for the as-yet unborn LPTV industry.

Exhibits show systems ready

Among the exhibitors showing STV-related gear were Blonder-Tongue, Dynacom International, and Oak Industries. As were the panelists in the STV session, the hardware people were concerned about the threat of piracy. The problem has two aspects: outright theft of the boxes and simple non-payment. The manufacturers offer two anti-piracy strategies, scrambled signals and addressable boxes.

Blonder-Tongue, supplier to Wometco Home Theatre, displayed its BTVision system, which offers a terminal to the subscriber containing a digital key word on ROM. Each subscriber gets a unique coded word installed in the user decoder at manufacture. The codes for all subscribers become a part of the station’s computer system and can be used to turn on or off any of the boxes. The binary code is transmitted along with the normal TV signal. Theft of the box itself, or an attempt to defeat the key code, will lead to turn-off. Ten thousand unique addresses can be addressed every minute, and up to a million subscribers can be served on one system. The system can be expanded to handle up to four million subscribers.

Dynacom International took a lower-cost approach with its ticket module system, in which a coded key is mailed to the authorized subscriber when payment of the current bill is received. This very simple system has been used by several small-market operators. A larger, more sophisticated addressable system, Digicode, is offered for larger markets. The systems are available in NTSC, PAL, and SECAM. Dynacom offers complete turnkey installations for STV.

Oak Industries, of course, plugged its complete service, which includes turnkey installation of Oak STV gear and expert consulting by an Oak implementation team offering guidance on marketing, technical operations, installation and service training, and computer operations.

Oak uses the Sigma system, which offers audio and video encoding with complete addressability. Only slight modification to the station’s transmitter is required. A complicated signal is transmitted to the decoder. If the data matches the decoder’s unique address and authorized level, the Sigma decoder unscrambles the signal. Instead of reception through a UHF tuner, the unit converts the received signal to a locally unused VHF channel frequency for viewing. Getting STV on the VHF tuner is considered a marketing advantage.

One of the more talked-about STV systems comes from Zenith. This all-channel decoder system, however, was not on display at NAB.
Outsell nearest competitor by 2 to 1. RCA CP antennas outsell the nearest competitor by more than 2 to 1 for good reason. And there are many more good reasons why RCA has sold 6 out of 10 of the CP antennas on order at the close of 1980. But the bottomline is customer trust and user confidence in RCA CP antennas...and the people who produce them. RCA developed and installed the first commercial CP antenna at WLS Chicago in 1973. Then, as now, RCA engineering, product performance, installation and service support run CP circles around the others.

Engineered like no others.

When you see the care and craftsmanship that go into each antenna at the RCA Antenna Engineering Center in Gibbsboro, N.J., you'll know why our CP's are as good as they are. They're engineered with experience unmatched anywhere, and built to last. For example, feedline hardware is made from bronze, brass or stainless steel. Feedlines are firmly grounded to the antenna pole at multiple grounding points to eliminate arcing and protect against lightning.

Performance tested for sure results. We test our antennas on every channel for both horizontal and vertical polarization on giant turntables, with the results fed into computers. With this information we've built an enormous data bank from which we can reproduce characteristics for any type of antenna.

RCA Circularly-polarized antennas at these stations:

KCPQ (13), Tacoma, WA. 
KCRA (3), Sacramento, CA. 
KSTW (11), Tacoma, WA. 
WABC (7), N.Y., N.Y. 
WBNS (10), Columbus, OH. 
WBTW (13), Florence, SC. 
WCTI (12), New Bern, NC. 
WFMY (2), Greensboro, NC. 
WITN (7), Washington, NC. 
WLS (7), Chicago, IL. 
WNCT (9), Washington, NC. 
WPBT (2), Miami, FL. 
WRAL (5), Raleigh, NC. 
WVTM (13), Birmingham, AL. 
WTTV (4), Indianapolis, IN. 
WTVD (11), Durham, NC. 
XETV (6), Tijuana, MX. 
Difusora (4), Sao Paulo, Brazil 
Korean Broadcasting System (9), Seoul 
TV Litoral (3), Buenos Aires, Argentina 
TV Nacional (7), Santiago, CH.
Installation, service simplified.

We design our CP antennas for low windloading. That means you can install most of our antennas on your existing tower, probably without tower modifications. To further simplify installations on most types, there’s only one feed line on each radiator, instead of the usual two. Fiberglass and steel pole steps are provided for climbing the antenna. We look after the installation to get you on-air properly, and provide incomparable RCA TechAlert service to keep you on.

We think RCA CP antennas are the best choice you can make. Their record in the field proves their superiority beyond question. For the details, call your local RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write RCA Broadcast Systems, Building 2-2, Camden, N.J. 08102.

The RCA CP antenna line
Type TDM—Dual Mode, Top Mount, Lowband VHF—Ch. 2-6
Type TCL—Tetra Coil, Top Mount, Highband VHF—Ch. 7-13
Type TFU—CP—UHF Pylon, Top Mount—CH. 14-70
Type TBK—Quatrefoil, Side Mount, Lowband VHF—Ch. 2-6
Type TBJ—Panel, Top or Side Mount, Highband VHF—Ch. 7-13

Can you really afford less?

When it comes to frequency counters, we've cut the industry giants down to size. Whatever and wherever you're counting, we offer you far more performance for far less money.

Start with our portable handheld MAX-50 counter. At just $77*, it delivers precision six-digit frequency readings to 50 MHz. It features easy, instant operation, ideal for audio, VHF and UHF applications and is available with a complete line of accessories and input cables.

For a larger (0.43") display, greater accuracy or TTL compatibility, our portable eight-digit MAX-100 is the natural choice. With a range of 5Hz to 100MHz, it's perfect for audio, video, microprocessor and RF applications, in lab, production line or field. Especially when you consider its ±4ppm accuracy, versatility and complete line of accessories at a low $149* price.

For more demanding challenges in process control, audio applications and low frequency counting, our remarkable Model 5001 Universal Counter-Timer, priced at only $360*, offers a range of DC through 10MHz. Measuring frequency (selectable gate times .01, .1, 1.0, 10 sec), frequency ratio, period, multiple period average, time interval, time interval average and event count — on a bright, 0.43" eight-digit LED display. All, with full input signal conditioning on two input channels, and variable display sampling rate.

For the ultimate in high-precision, our Model 6001 is your best value. It covers a range of 5Hz to 650MHz with a unique NBS-traceable 10MHz TCXO with 0.5ppm accuracy. And boasts selectable gate times, switchable low-pass filter, external timebase input, buffered timebase output and a bright 0.43" eight-digit LED display. Priced at just $489*, its performance is unequalled by counters at twice the price!

When you consider that all our counters are guaranteed to meet or surpass published specifications, isn't it time you had a Global Specialties' counter on your bench?

GLOBAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION
Call toll-free for details
1-800-243-6077
During business hours

*Suggested U.S. resale. Prices, specifications subject to change without notice © Copyright 1981 Global Specialties Corporation.
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SPEAK OUT

"It's Time To Get Ready For Digital Television,"
Says Preban Hejberg

THE 1980s WILL BE, without a doubt, the decade in which digital equipment takes over the majority of functions in the TV world. Digital circuitry has been moving into television for a long time; the process started in the early 1960s. Before that time all equipment was analog only. Even master sync pulse generators made use of one-shots and delay lines to generate the synchronization waveforms.

The availability of fast and reliable integrated circuits (particularly TTL circuits) advanced the use of digital circuits, especially in production and test equipment. In fact, Philips marketed its first digital test generator in 1972. The instrument, PM5546, is an RGB generator that produces various video signals with high accuracy. The generator has no real memory circuits, but the digital waveforms are made by horizontal and vertical time base counters and logic circuits. Like much digital equipment, this unit is still going strong nine years later. The digital signals are converted to analog by a number of precision current generators, the currents of which are summed in a 75-ohm precision resistor. This is exactly how a modern digital-to-analog converter does it.

The digital framestore was on the market in the mid-1970s, and digital time base correctors and digital standards converters have also been in use for years. So why all the excitement now about digital TV?

First, because state-of-the-art integrated circuits such as D-A converters, A-D converters, and large memories (RAMs and PROMs) are now fast enough to meet the demand for sampling rates of 15 to 20 MHz, necessary for video applications. Furthermore, these circuits are becoming less and less expensive so that it is cost-effective to make more and more circuits digital.

Second, the evolution of digital television equipment has reached the point at which it is desirable to interlink the various digital units on a digital basis, rather than converting each one back to analog output and then converting the next unit from analog to digital at the input. These analog interfaces now conform to analog TV standards defining line numbers, field rate, color encoding, polarity, and transmission levels.

In the same way, the shift to the digital interface from one unit to another will require the definition of a digital interface standard. Standardization committees in various parts of the world are now discussing this issue. If the industry succeeds soon in agreeing on such a standard, it will be the greatest single thing that has happened to digital television.

The drive toward digital television is so strong that the standards agreement will probably come before very long in any case. So the mostly digital TV plant is on the way. What test equipment will we need?

As a manufacturer of television test equipment, Philips is of course, confronted with this question. The long-standard television and universal test equipment that we have now will continue to be important for a time — as long as the television chain is basically analog.

More and more of the individual units are becoming digital, however. This complex digital equipment requires sophisticated digital test equipment for repair and fault-finding. Such digital test equipment is standard in the computer world, and as soon as a video signal has been digitized, any further processing or transmission is identical with that taking place in computers. The same techniques and equipment, are used, therefore, as for computer repair and service.

This equipment is now on the market and includes such items as pulse generators, standard oscilloscopes, oscilloscopes with word triggering and digital event delay, logic analyzers, bit error rate analyzers, and even complete computers that run text programs and check that these programs are processed and transmitted properly.

As soon as the digital interface standard has been agreed on, test signal generators and corresponding monitors and analyzers with both digital and analog inputs and outputs can be designed. This kind of equipment will be important in the mixed digital/analog television chain (digital islands in the analog sea and, eventually, the other way).

On a longer term, the total television chain may or may not be completely digital. The outcome depends not so much on technology as on economic factors, standardization, the way it integrates into the television world as a whole.

To sum up: In the present phase, more and more analog units in television are being replaced with digital units, but the interfacing is still analog. Analog test procedures and test equipment are still essential, but the digital units themselves require computer-related general-purpose test equipment.

In the near future more and more of the individual units will become digital, putting more weight on the computer-related test equipment and procedures. The interface, however, will still be analog. The final phase, the totally digital television plant, will be a technological possibility. Just how soon it will come is uncertain at this time. Standardization and economics will be the controlling factors.
After years of experience, and literally hundreds of vehicles, whatever your mobile problem, we've probably already solved it. So when the vehicle you're buying has to make the difference . . . call us.

WOLF COACH, Inc.
200 Bartlett Street
Northboro, MA 01532
617-393-2551
SURELY EVERY BROADCAST LICENSEE has considered moving its transmitter site at one time or another. The possible motivations are many: too high a rent for the land occupied by the transmitter; the desire to eliminate unforeseen interference, and so forth. Since such a change involves modifying the facilities specified in the license or construction permit, the licensee (or permittee) must file a new FCC Form 301 Application, as required by the Communications Act, so that the Commission can formally approve the new facilities.

Generally, the Commission grants such applications with a minimum of effort. Sometimes, however, more serious issues are raised when grant of the application would actually amount to changing the community of license. In a recent decision in the Communications Investment Corporation (CIC) case,¹ the Court of Appeals ruled that when such “substantial and material questions” are raised by the transmitter move, the Commission must hold a hearing to resolve those questions.

The result of the FCC decision overruled by the CIC case was a “de facto reallocation” of the community of license² by two Ogden, Utah, FM stations to Salt Lake City. Section 303 of the Communications Act (“The Act”), as amended, gives the Commission the responsibility to assign the various frequencies to individual communities.³ Each construction permit and license specifies the community of license for the AM, FM, or TV broadcast station. Only the Commission can authorize a change in communities. When it does so, the Commission must conform to the requirements of Section 307(b) of the Act, which empowers the Commission to distribute frequencies to different communities “so as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution of service” to each.⁴

In the CIC case, the court’s primary legal concern was that the Commission had not complied with the legal requirement for a hearing when material questions of fact are raised.⁵

In the court’s words, it reversed the FCC because:

"... we believe these questions may raise substantial questions under the ‘suburban community’ policy or ‘de facto reallocation’ doctrine. We believe the Commission’s decision to act without a hearing was plainly unreasonable in this case.⁶

However, the Court’s policy concern is fairly apparent — the Commission should examine carefully proposed license changes which might amount to disrupting service in one community to benefit another.

In this article, we will discuss this important case, with a focus upon the particular policy emphasis of the court. Although the court did caution that the measurements it articulated for its decision should not become an absolute standard (see below), the particular issues that it raised merit review. The court noted that:

"... [A] pattern of summary approval for transmitter relocation on the basis of an inadequate paper record may now once again be emerging..."

The court is warning the FCC to approach these applica-
The KDAB case

In 1973, an applicant for an available frequency in Ogden, Utah, specified a transmitter site on a mountain only 18 miles west of Salt Lake City but 41 miles, or more than twice as far, from Ogden. Salt Lake City FM station KALL, licensed to C/C, filed a petition to deny, arguing that such a proposal violated Section 307(b) by amounting to a de facto reallocation to Salt Lake City. The applicant, the predecessor to the current license of KDAB, eventually specified the site from which KDAB now seeks to move. The Commission approved the Ogden application in July 1975.

Only 11 months later, KDAB, now licensed to D & B Broadcasting Co., applied to move its transmitter to the original, and presently disputed, site — Farnsworth Peak. KDAB claimed that it was experiencing multipath problems as the signal from the site near Ogden reflected off a range of mountains east of the city. The signal as transmitted from Farnsworth Peak would travel parallel to the interfering range.

KDAB provided very little documentation of this problem, only a letter filed by a "field man" from KDAB's antenna supplier who conducted informal "tests." Although this fact was not of decisional significance, Judge Wilkey, noted that:

"The weight to be accorded his conclusion is uncertain; however, the president of the antenna company was quick to assert in a letter [to KDAB] . . . that 'the antenna is very much Ok,' while admitting that 'we are not consulting engineers.' Furthermore, the 'field man's' qualifications were never determined." 8

The court determined that the need for Commission review of the applicant's motivation, i.e., that it might be inspired by more than multipath problems, might turn on these facts:

- Salt Lake City's upgrade from "relatively low quality" primary service to city grade coverage; and
- The move would eliminate 10,000 rural residents outside of Ogden but add about 230,000 new Salt Lake City area listeners.

Furthermore, because most of those added would be in the urban Salt Lake City vicinity, the added listeners represented a more concentrated and perhaps more affluent market, and therefore . . . demographically more attractive to KDAB's potential advertisers, than the scattered rural residents. 9

Two stations had filed petitions to deny, including KALL. They also offered evidence of other sites nearer to Ogden free of multipath problems.

However, the Commission granted the KDAB application in February 1978. 10 It ruled that the petitioners failed to show that the move amounted to de facto reallocation. Although the court noted that Ogden would still get as strong a signal as required under the Rules, it expressed concern that the FCC failed to consider that Salt Lake City would get an even stronger signal than Ogden.

8 id., pp. 10-11.
9 id., p. 12.
THE ELECTROHOME DIFFERENCE.

GET IT WITH THE FULL LINE OF ELECTROHOME VIDEO DISPLAYS.

When you choose Electrohome video displays, you're in good company. All over the world, experts in many fields including data, graphics, broadcast, medical education and industry, demand the proven dependability of Electrohome. They count on the Electrohome difference.

Electrohome offers a broad selection of competitively-priced video displays. Attractive, durable, color and monochrome products are available in screen sizes from 5 inches to 6 feet. Breadth of line...it's an important part of the Electrohome difference.

At Electrohome, we realize that everyone's needs aren't standard, so we will build video display units to meet your special requirements. Custom flexibility...that's part of the Electrohome difference.

Don't settle for second best—get the Electrohome difference. For complete information on video displays with the difference, contact us.

ELECTROHOME

ELECTRONICS

809 Wellington St. N., Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G 4J6. Telephone (519) 744-7111. Telex 069-55449
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The facts behind the KZAN application were related to the KDAB case. In an original comparative proceeding, one group applied for yet another available FM at Ogden but at the Farnsworth Peak site. Another proposed a site closer to Ogden. KALL filed a petition to deny against the former just as it had against KDAB. The Farnsworth site applicant dismissed its application in return for 20% of the remaining applicant but the merged applicant specified the Farnsworth Peak site. The Commission approved the settlement since it had recently settled the KDAB matter.

The CIC decision

The court reversed the Commission in both instances. As the court read the history of Section 307 of the Act, the Commission's duty was clear. "It must forestall excessive concentration of FM assignments in larger cities and ensure adequate service to smaller communities and 'sparsely populated' regions." High power Class C FM stations, like those involved in this case, had been assigned in limited numbers to serve the central cities, suburbs, and surrounding rural areas with a protected radius of 65 miles. These stations had been assigned to Ogden and Salt Lake City with these several objectives in mind, although some overlap between the two sites was expected since they are only 33 miles apart.

In the majority view, "It left to their own devices broadcasters would congregate around the biggest city in the area. In fact, it was against just this concentration that the current version of Section 307(b) was directed." In addition to this substantive duty to prevent such movement, there was also a procedural duty: "Congress has also explicitly specified a quite natural and prudent procedural requirement that the Commission, in carrying out its Section 307 (b) mandate, hold hearings whenever an application for a transmitter site raises a substantial and material question of fact.

In the past, whenever the Commission had forsaken hearings when such questions were raised, the Court had reversed the FCC.

Nine test factors

Here, in addition to the de facto reallocation question, as in other related FM license proceedings, the court decided that "some careful inspection of the matter of broadcasters in selecting transmitter sites was necessary to assure that applicants had not subverted the policies behind the table [of assignments]." So, the Court proposed "test factors," based on previous cases, that might suggest the need for a hearing:

- The ratio of the population of the city of license to that of the larger city, since it is likely that the temptation to cater to a larger market will grow in proportion to the relative size of that market;
- The ratio of the distance between the proposed transmitter site and the city of license to the distance between the transmitter site and the larger city to which the station may be, in effect, moving;
- The expected ratio of the signal strength in the city of license to the signal strength in the larger nearby city;
- Whether a portion of the city of license is expected actually to lose coverage or, especially in the case of a Class C station with a duty to serve a widespread coverage area, whether there will be a loss area outside the city of license;
- Whether the proposed site is already in use by stations assigned to the larger city;
- Common ownership with an AM station in the larger city and plans to share staff facilities on programming with it as well;
- Whether the station has evinced a prior interest in locating in the larger market;
- A proposal to move the studio as well as the transmitter to a larger market;
- Whether there is some unique advantage in the site proposed.

The court cautioned that it had based this analysis on past decisions and "not on our own invention." The court added that it in no way intends to foreclose community action so long as it complies with its statutory mandate.

Five of the nine factors suggested questions about a de facto reallocation from Ogden to Salt Lake City. First, the population ratio of Ogden to Salt Lake City is "substantial," about 1:2.4. The distance ratio is similarly large, 41:18, akin to the Louisiana case. A stronger signal was to be expected in Salt Lake City, although "evidence" could not be found in the record. Furthermore, Ogden was expected to receive "the absolute minimum signal" permitted by the rules. Fourth, over 10,000 people would be deprived of the KDAB service, although it was uncertain what other services they might still receive. Finally, as in a TV reallocation case, the new transmitter sites were being used by other stations in Salt Lake City (see note 17).

Both the Commission and the Ogden stations argued that they were in full compliance with statutory and regulatory requirements.

"All the key early cases cited to us . . . involved applicants in full literal compliance with all relevant FCC rules, yet hearings were nonetheless ordered to determine whether the table of assignments, an FCC rule, would be undercut by the proposed move." The Commission and the Ogden stations had failed to disprove concerns raised by the applications and hearings were ordered by the court.

Conclusion

All broadcasters should consult with communications counsel about this decision if they contemplate a transmitter site move for the Commission has taken some steps in recent months somewhat in conflict with the CIC decision, at least as regards new FM stations. The Commission's questions in particular involve the actual method of determining whether a reallocation has occurred. However, the court decision is now law unless amended or overturned in the future.
It Stands Alone
The Rohde & Schwarz Precision TV Demodulator
Type EKF2/D

- **Unique 2-Way Tuning:**
  - One Channel Crystal For High-Accuracy
  - PLL Tuning Across The Complete Broadcast Range (Channels 2-83)
    - (All included! No plug-ins or modifications necessary!)
- **20 mV-1.5V Input For Precision Off-Air or Transmitter Site Monitoring:**
- **All Demodulation Modes:**
  - Switchable Envelope/Synchronous Demodulation
  - Switchable Sound-Trap
  - Zero-Reference Pulse
- **Built In Speaker For Direct Audio Monitoring**

Available From Stock

The EKF2/D is the world's new standard for precision TV Demodulators ... price/performance is unequaled ... because it's from ROHDE & SCHWARZ — leaders in precision, quality video products.

*Write For New 6 Page Brochure*

**World Leader in Test Inst. & Communications for Over 40 Years**

ROHDE & SCHWARZ
14 Gloria Lane, Fairfield, N.J. 07006  •  (201) 575-0750  •  Telex 133310
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INTRODUCING THE PULSE D.A.
PULSE DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER MODEL PDA-1P

INPUT
SEPARATE INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY
DIGITAL SWITCHING

OUTPUT PULSE AMPLITUDE ADJUSTMENT
CONVERTS INPUT TO RS-170 SPECS.

40 DB ISOLATION ON 6 BUFFERED OUTPUT PULSES.

MOUNTS IN YOUR CABINET

PULSE POWER

TYPICAL RAGGED INPUT PULSE . . .

. . . CLEAN BUFFERED OUTPUT PULSES

CALL FOR THE NUMBER OF YOUR LOCAL DEALER:
(303) 443-4950

1930 CENTRAL AVENUE • BOULDER, CO. 80301
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Editor's Note: Before attempting to implement any Great Idea involving the modification of equipment, station personnel should check with the equipment manufacturer to insure that no violation of warranty will occur.

If the Great Idea involves any technical standards governed by the FCC, stations should make sure that the idea will in no way cause a violation of FCC rules.

16. Video Test Pattern Generator

J.R. Hall, Director of Engineering
Hunter College, New York, N.Y.

Problem: We needed a low-cost alignment pattern generator with video line output. National Semiconductor's MM5322 is an LSI chip that has most standard crosshatch and line patterns. The only problem is that for proper operation it needs a 378 kHz xtal or tuned network. We could not locate such a crystal, and the tuned network drifted.

Solution: The solution turned out to be quite simple. A 4046 CMOS PLL, when used in the X24 multiply mode, provides exactly the right frequency with the additional bonus that it can genlock to some outside 15734H2 horizontal reference.

Circuit description: A CA3130 buffers and shapes the external clock or sync input. It provides the needed fast rise time input to the 4046. The output of the 4046 (pin 4) VCO is the input to the clock input of the MM5322. To obtain a reference signal for the comparator input, the PLL VCO will adjust itself until both inputs (pins 14 and 3) are of identical frequency and phase. Since the MM5322 divides the clock by 24, the PLL output must be multiplied by 24 to go into phase lock.

The composite video output of the 5322 is designed to feed directly to a video modulator (pos sync) and must be inverted and buffered to be useable as a line source. A high-speed HA2525 opamp does this. An IM318 should work just as well, if compensation is changed.

Patterns are changed by four toggle switches or by a BCD hex thumb switch. For color bar patterns the circuit in National's handbook (MOS) should be followed, but again, it uses a strange frequency.

Diagram of Hall's video test pattern generator
Great Ideas

17. Troubleshooting Moseley TRC-15
Bob Mayben, General Manager and Chief Engineer
WKXC-FM, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Solution: Recently, my remote control went down. Upon arrival I found the studio unit would calibrate, control, and read, but no action was taken by the transmitter unit. At the transmitter site, I made sure the phone line was good by attaching the phone line to the amplifier I keep at the transmitter. When the studio unit sent a pulse, it arrived up the hill, so my next step was to reconnect the line to the transmitter unit and then ground the shield on the audio lead while attaching a probe to the hot lead. I then walked through the Moseley, using the test points provided for scopes and metering. I was able to locate the problem quickly by simply signal tracing while feeding a raise burst from the studio unit. I replaced two ICs and a transistor and was back remote controlling in a flash.

18. AM Off-The-Air Carrier Alarm
Hank Roedell
WIBC/INAP, Indianapolis, Ind.

Problem: To construct an AM off-the-air carrier alarm with LED bar graph modulation indication.
Solution: This circuit has an 11 second delay, with an LED indicating an outage has occurred. It doubles as a fine listening radio. The antenna rod, capacitor, and IF transformers can be taken from an old inexpensive transistor radio. Q1 through Q5 are ECG 123A. Q6 is an ECG 132.

This circuit has been built, and all component values are proper. The LED VU is a moving dot, which is very impressive and shows at a glance whether the station is modulating properly. I built the circuit to fit into a four by seven by two-inch plastic case, with a 12 V 300 mA regulated power supply. The PC board layout should make PC work easier.

NOW THE 6006B
A SYNC GENERATOR WITH PHASE ADJUSTABLE BLACK BURST OUTPUTS

If you have timed a system, you will know how much of a nuisance it is to make adjustments at each camera head. It almost always requires two people and the conversation goes like this, “A little more. No! No! The other way”. Well, now there is a better way.

The 6006B enables timing to be done from one central location, with a clear view of scopes and monitors. It has individual adjustments on four black burst outputs, both horizontal and subcarrier.

If your cameras require drives instead of black burst, there is the standard 6006A. In the same family, the 6006C, has color bars and an audio tone generator.

All three generators save you a lot of distribution amplifiers. They all have:
- GENLOCK
- FIVE SUBCARRIER OUTPUTS, FOUR PHASE ADJUSTABLE
- FIVE H. DRIVE OR SYNC OUTPUTS, FOUR ADJUSTABLE
- TWO NON-ADJUSTABLE BLACK BURST OUTPUTS
- FIVE VERTICAL DRIVE OUTPUTS
- TWO OUTPUTS EACH FOR THE OTHER DRIVES

Prices: 6006A $1,390. 6006B $1,990. 6006C $1,990.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
316 Broad Street, Summit, N.J. 07901  Tel. (201) 273-1090
The Dolby® Cat. No. 155 or 255 module allows you to plug the benefits of a Dolby A-type noise reduction directly into your Sony® BVH-1000/1100 or Ampex® VPR-2 1" VTR. Operation is fully automatic. And at long last the audio performance of your VTR will rival that of professional audio tape recorders.

Dolby A-type noise reduction has been accepted for years throughout the world for high-quality tape recording and other audio transmission and storage media. It provides 18 dB of noise reduction from 30 Hz upwards, increasing to 15 dB at 9 kHz and above, without the audible side effects (such as noise modulation and overshoot distortion) associated with more conventional techniques. Dolby noise reduction can also lead to lower distortion, as it permits more conservative recording levels to reduce the risk of tape saturation.

Today wide audio bandwidth and low noise are becoming commonplace in many parts of the television origination/transmission chain. Contact us to find out how Dolby noise reduction can prevent the VTR audio track from being one of the weak links.

*Outboard Dolby noise reduction units are available for use with virtually any other video or audio recorder.
**Diagram of Roedell's off-the-air carrier alarm with LED VU modulation display**

---

**Rules for BM/E's 1981 Great Idea Contest**

1. **Eligibility:** All station personnel are eligible. Consultants to the industry may enter if the entry indicates the specific station or stations using the idea or concept. Manufacturers of equipment or their representatives are not eligible.

2. **How to Enter:** Use the Official Entry Form on this page or simply send BM/E a description of your work. State the objective or problem and your solution. Include diagrams, drawings, or glossy photos, as appropriate. Artwork must be legible but need not be directly reproducible and not exceeding three in number. Camera reproducible material is preferred. Length can vary, but should not exceed 500 words. BM/E reserves the right to edit material. Entry should include: Name, title, station affiliation, and the class of station—TV, FM, AM. Indicate if idea is completely original with you.

3. **Material Accepted for Publication:** BM/E editors will make all decisions regarding acceptability for publication. If duplicative or similar ideas are received, BM/E editors will judge which entry or entries to accept. A $10 honorarium will be paid for each item published.

4. **Voting:** Every reader of BM/E is entitled to rank the ideas published. This can be done on the Reader Service Card in the magazine or by letters or cards sent to the BM/E office. To vote, readers should select the three ideas they like best and rank them 1, 2, or 3.

5. **Winners:** Top rated entries in the year-long tally will become winners in each of the three major categories (AM, FM, TV). Final winners will be picked in February, 1982, and announced in the March, 1982, issue of BM/E.

6. **Prizes and Awards:** Three top prizes will be awarded; a programmable electronic calculator will be awarded for the highest rated entry in the respective categories of AM, FM, and TV. Ten engineering slide rule calculators will be awarded as secondary prizes for the highest rated entries in the following additional categories (top three winners are not eligible for these prizes): audio (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and TV categories); RF (three prizes, one each in the categories of AM, FM, TV); Control (three prizes, one each in the AM, FM and TV categories); Video (one prize in TV).
We put beautiful downtown Burbank in orbit.

Compact Video’s blasting off into space with the most complete array of satellite services available anywhere.

So if you’re a network, cable system, teleconference planner, or news/sports programmer, we can provide you with the latest technology that satellite transmission has to offer, including arranging transponder time.

Our gleaming Satellite Broadcast Center in downtown Burbank is the most complete production facility of its kind anywhere on the planet. You’ll find spacious, ultra modern sound stages, plus the finest in playback, production, and sound services all under one roof. For direct satellite transmission, you’ll have use of two steerable 10 meter uplink/downlink dishes that can instantaneously connect you with any commercial satellite in the sky.

And besides our industry renowned Video Mobile Units, we also offer the services of our Transportable Earth Station, a unique and self contained broadcast facility complete with folding uplink antenna dish. The Earth Station gives you the capability to broadcast live and direct from any location.

If that wasn’t enough, we can perform on-the-air standards conversion direct to or from European transmission.

We’re making a heavy commitment to satellite services. But this is only the beginning. Compact feels satellites will be more than a technological breakthrough, they’ll become an excellent way to save you big money over the high cost of land lines and microwave links you’re presently using.

For more details on our complete satellite services, give Hynndie Wali a call. She’ll show you how we’ll go completely out of this world to save you time and money.

But then, what else would you expect from a company like Compact, the company that put beautiful downtown Burbank in orbit.
If your future plans include a mini-van, a full scale production truck, or something in between, Lerro can develop your ideas into a complete television production vehicle. An experienced staff designs and engineers into your vehicle the needs of your organization. As authorized representatives for leading manufacturers, Lerro provides turnkey installations of state of the art technology anywhere in the continental United States. To find out more about Lerro and how they can provide your mobile unit, contact Bob McTamney at (215) 223-8200.

LERRO
ELECTRICAL CORPORATION
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION
3125 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, PA 19132
Serving the Continental United States
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Audio Transmission Tester 250

Model S1100 AWA audio transmission test system consists of a compact generator and receiver that combine to measure up to 46 significant transmission parameters, including absolute receive level, frequency response, THD, IM distortion, RMS noise, 1 kHz noise stereo crosstalk, stereo phase, peak level, wow and flutter, and quasi-peak noise (weighted and unweighted). These can all be measured and reported in approximately 3.5 seconds. The SG1100 generator inserts on command, in place of program, a brief multiple frequency stimulus that includes a unique signal source ID code. The SR1100 receiver monitors the program line but remains quiescent until it detects a particular coded sequence, when it performs the selected parameter measurements. The system enables extension system performance measurements to be carried out with virtually no interruption to program in both radio and TV sound channels. $13,200. MARCONI INSTRUMENTS.

Color Bar Identifier 251

Model CB7300 is a portable television color bar identifier for verifying signal source in portable link operations. It operates on either 115 V ac or 12 V dc (switch selectable) and combines a color bar generator with alphanumeric character generator and audio signal source in a compact 19 by two by 7½-inch enclosure with video bypass. The unit incorporates a 525/60 NTSC color sync generator, EIA RS-189 split field color bar generator, and field-programmable eight-digit ASCII character generator. An audio generator provides a 1000 Hz +18 dBm full level tone from a 600 ohm, balanced transformer-isolated output. $2295. QSI SYSTEMS, INC.

The compact (5.25 inches high by one-half rack space wide) monitor, an update of the older 528, has an internal CRT graticule that provides parallax-free waveforms for more accurate readings. Display of either of two 75 ohm video signal inputs is, selectable from the front panel. The displayed video signal is also provided at a video output jack on the rear panel for viewing on a picture monitor or vectorscope. Other features include built-in 1 V calibration signal; flat, IRE, chroma, and diff gain frequency response positions on the front-panel response switch; and a horizontal sweep selector switch. $2095. TEKTRONIX, INC.

For more information circle bold face numbers on reader service card.
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Mobile TV, broadcast station, and other applications. A timebase generator permits the scope to perform line-by-line examination of 525-line waveforms or to display complete pictures. It accepts standard level composite video signals with or without sound-in-sync signals and provides five different triggering modes. A multiturn vernier control provides triggering delays up to 90 µs, allowing parts of a line to be examined in detail. $4395. Gould, Inc.

Diagnostic System For T.O.P.S.Y.256

TDE II diagnostic equipment for the T.O.P.S.Y. option for the Mark III flying spot telecine gives the user access to all addresses in the T.O.P.S.Y. address field. The manufacturer states that this simplifies analysis and fault diagnosis and allows the user to program data externally for analysis of a required address area with an oscilloscope. The unit's monitor program gives the operator a trace instruction, register display, break points, run or go, memory display, exit, and system reset. With the system, the user can analyze the local interface, mainframe, and remote racks either by running the pre-programmed routines or by writing a special program for examination of a specific parameter. If desired, TDE II can run T.O.P.S.Y.'s remote rack itself. Rank Cintel.

100 MHz Oscilloscope

Model V-1050 is a new quad trace, 100 MHz oscilloscope with stated sensitivity of 500 µV/div (5 MHz). It will simultaneously display four signals; a total of eight traces can be seen with the alternate time base feature. Frequency response of channel 1 and channel 2 vertical amplifiers is dc to at least 100 MHz (-3 dB) and rise time is 3.5 ns or less. Channels 3 and 4 have frequency response dc to 70 MHz (-3 dB). A bandwidth limit switch can limit bandwidth to approximately 20 MHz. The unit offers calibrated delayed sweep.

The Perfect Companions

VSM-5, the latest in a series of professional test equipment from Videotek. A television Vectorscope which provides bright, sharp, easy-to-observe vector displays on a 5-inch CRT. Available as a separate unit, or rackmounted ... The Perfect Companion to our popular TSM-5 Waveform Monitor.

Chief Engineer Wanted

Our client, a television group broadcaster, is seeking a very special person with strong management credentials to become chief engineer at one of their network affiliated VHF television stations in a top 75 market. Prior supervisory or management experience is mandatory and labor relations experience is highly desirable.

This is a turnaround situation. The task is not easy. The challenge is great. But the opportunity for a bright, ambitious individual to establish a strong track record and be recognized throughout the industry, as an outstanding engineering manager and leader, is even greater.

Our client is an equal opportunity employer and your name will not be discussed with our client without your permission.

If you have what it takes, and would like to discuss this position in total confidence, send us your background profile or call today.

Joe Sullivan
& Associates, Inc.
Executive Search and Recruitment
1270 Ave of the Americas, N.Y. N.Y. 10020
(212) 765-3330
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If Your Television Operation is on the Move ... Stop Right Here.

Today, after more than a decade of successful user-oriented experience, Compact Video is manufacturing and selling mobile location systems designed and engineered to answer your remote production needs for the eighties. Compact builds a standard line of mobile location production vehicles and a portable up-link earth station with generator, each ruggedly designed to meet the demanding requirements of location production.

Our Compact 17 and 19 are economical EFP units ready to meet the world on a moment's notice. The Compact 20B is an EFP system containing up to four cameras and up to two one-inch VTR's. Capable of handling a wide range of remote productions, the Compact 27 is designed for maximum economy and flexibility with up to six cameras and up to three VTR's. Our Compact 40 has roomy provisions for a production staff of ten and is ideal for sports and intricate entertainment specials. It contains up to eight cameras and four VTR's.

Each unit in our standard line not only represents today's state-of-the-art technology, but each is also wired both electrically and electronically to accommodate orderly expansion as your production requirements change. And delivery is surprisingly prompt.

So, if your television operation is on the move, learn how Compact can help get you there. Contact Mr. Robert Manahan, Sales Division.

Compact Video Sales, Inc.
A Step Ahead

West Coast Headquarters
1104 W. Chestnut Street, Burbank, CA 91506
(213) 843-3232 Telex: 602464

Illinois
Washington Executive Plaza, 552 S. Washington, Suite 101, Naperville, IL 60540, (312) 369-0714

London
17 Old Church Lane, Kingsbury London, W1 6BG Eng.
01-205-3231 Telex: 896616

New York
1700 Broadway, 38th Floor
New York, NY 10019 (212) 265-6203

Texas
Keystone Park
13773 N. Central Expressway, Suite 1230
Dallas, TX 75243 (214) 783-0044
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THE 300 SYSTEM!

3 Billion Combinations From Lenco.

No matter what your television system requirements, Lenco can meet them with the renowned “300 SYSTEM.”

The unique 300 System was created in direct response to customer requirements for flexible system design. Currently there are over 1000 systems in service throughout the United States—dramatic testimony to its acceptance by industry professionals.

The Lenco 300 System offers you literally 3 BILLION combinations. Mix or match the 30 different plug-in modules, and you achieve a degree of flexibility and versatility in television terminal equipment unmatched in the industry.

With the 300 System, you buy only what you need, when you need it—you don’t pay for unnecessary or unwanted features. And the 300 System defies obsolescence, since you may reconfigure it at any time by simply changing or adding plug-in modules.

More and more professional users are solving their video distribution and timing problems with the 300 System. Let Lenco help you solve yours.

Call or write today for complete details.
Broadcast Equipment

capability. Horizontal display modes include A only, A intensified, alternate, and B delayed. The six-inch CRT has an acceleration voltage of 20 kV, with useful screen area of eight by 10 cm. Internal graticule, variable scale illumination, and P31 phosphor are standard, as is a TV synchronization circuit for video applications. Power consumption is 50 W or less. $2390. HITACHI DENSII AMERICA.

Microwave Receiver 258

The Series 1780 programmable microwave receiver is designed to reduce antenna testing time by providing high data rate capability. Programmable bandwidth and data averaging offer a choice of high measurement speed or increased sensitivity. The IEEE-488 compatible receiver is programmable from 1 to 40 GHz and operates at fixed frequencies to over 100 GHz. An optional low-frequency converter extends coverage down to 100 MHz. Two- and three-channel models are available, with up to three channels of amplitude data and two channels of relative phase. The receiver automatically calibrates the IF system with a stable internal crystal oscillator, allowing compensation for any IF system errors resulting from long-term or short-term drift. A programmed service mode permits internal troubleshooting to the board level, reducing servicing time. SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTA.

Signal Generators 259

Two new signal generators, Model 6070A (200 kHz to 520 MHz) and Model 6071A (200 kHz to 1010 MHz), feature many microprocessor-controlled features: direct keyboard functional control; ‘spin knob’ tuning; digital sweep with ramp and pen lift outputs for x-y recording; internal ‘learn-mode’ memory for storing complete front-panel setups for later recall (up to 50 locations); AM, FM, or OM relative frequency and amplitude for offset measurements; and frequency step buttons. They have a noise floor of -150 dBc/Hz at 20 kHz offset; non-line related non-harmonic spurs are -90 dBc to -100 dBc. IEEE-488 interface is standard. Virtually all front-panel functions of the 5½-inch high units are remotely programmable. Model 6070A, $15,000; Model 6071A, $17,000. FLUKE.
Television sync capabilities are added to 100 MHz oscilloscopes Models 1740A, 1741A, and 1742A with the 005 option. This option adds the circuits and controls necessary for triggering on a composite video signal while maintaining measurement capabilities for design and troubleshooting. Oscilloscope inputs are modified to provide convenient matching to video signals. Channel A incorporates a built-in 75 ohm input for impedance-matching most video sources. Channel B has a TV clamp that stabilizes the display of video signals. This TV sync circuit locks on the one complete frame of video, with switching between fields accomplished by a pushbutton. TV line scan capability allows individual lines to be singled out for inspection and measurement. Segments of individual lines may also be examined in the triggered mode. Adds $215 to price of scope. HEWLETT-PACKARD.

Audio Multimeter 261

The Bulgin Soundex audio multimeter is a multi-purpose instrument suitable for line testing and listening, peak program metering, amplification of microphone signals, calibration of peak program monitors, and other audio functions. It combines a switched gain amplifier with 400 V peak instrument input and a full-spec PPM capable of audio program level measurements down to $-72 \text{ dB}$ with $0.1 \text{ dB}$ accuracy at center scale, as far as $-50 \text{ dB}$. Amp input is fully protected to 400 V, isolated and balanced to prevent grounding when connected to a jack field. The 50 ohm impedance output has sufficient power to drive headphones. Front-panel buttons provide four gain settings, ON/OFF, battery test, 600 ohm termination, and access to variable gain potentiometer. Power is from internal rechargeable batteries, with built-in ac converter/charger for bench use. Measures 175 by 115 by 67 mm. H.R. KIRKLAND CO.

Communications Line Tester 262

The CLT 1000 Communications Line Tester is a portable unit for testing communications lines used in two-way radio remote control and other standard 600 ohm audio line applications. It provides all features necessary for troubleshooting and level setting, including: tone synthesizer; separate guard tone oscillator; separate 1000 Hz tone generator; burst generator section to simulate actual operation of a base station control console; intercom feature for communication between the tester.
and a remote control unit; wide range dBm meter for measurement of hum and noise down to -60 dBm and tone levels up to +13 dBm; high-quality line amplifier for matching or bridging phone lines; and auxiliary input jacks for inputs from external audio generators. Options include dc line module and dual tone module. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS SERVICE CO.

"Educated" DMM 263

The 6504 microcomputer-based portable digital multimeter is described by its manufacturer as "the most educated DMM in the world." The 4½ digit, LCD-display instrument offers five-range measurement of dc and ac voltage and current, with true RMS ac sensing and six-range measurement of resistance. It has a basic accuracy of ±0.03 percent ±2 digits and wideband ac frequency response (to 20 kHz). Programmed-in automatic self-checking routines make operation accurate and foolproof, according to the manufacturer. Any combination of six basic computing modes is selectable by panel pushbutton keys: filter, null, scale/offset, percent deviation, max/min monitoring, and hi/lo limits. The LCD readout provides a user/machine interface that maintains continuous communication with the operator through its self-diagnostic ability and eight-word prompting vocabulary. Standard options include rechargeable battery and IEEE-488 interface bus. A series of probes is also available. $690. WESTON INSTRUMENTS.

Sweep Oscillator 264

Model 430C sweep oscillator mainframe, applicable to both octave band and Model 4310A/K-16P multiband systems, features an integrated IEEE-488 interface bus option, designated -09. The option may be field-installed. Functions controlled by Option -09 and the bus include RF power (with up to 256-point resolution over a 15 dB range); frequency (with 10,000 point resolution between any start and stop points). Increased use of carts makes tape noise reduction more critical than ever in your fight to stay competitive. With dbx Type II Noise Reduction, you have an affordable way to get high quality sound whether you’re into classical music or drive-time rock. Our new Model 941 offers two channels of encode, the new Model 942 two channels of decode. Combine them for simultaneous encode/decode. Get up to 16 channels in one 5½" high rack mount frame. Broadcast noise reduction is the latest addition to the dbx 900 Series modular signal processors. All interchangeable, all compatible. See your dbx Pro dealer, or write for complete technical information.

FIGHT CLEAN AND WIN. $260.*

*Manufacturer’s suggested retail price, Model 941, Model 942, $270.
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The AUTOMATIC Audio Test System
That Measures...

- Harmonic Distortion
- Intermodulation Distortion
- Volts
- dB
- Signal + Noise / Noise Ratio
- Wow and Flutter
- Stereo Phasing
- Differential Gain in Stereo Channels

Contact Us Now For Complete Details And Descriptive Literature.

For more information circle bold face numbers on reader service card.
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stop frequency); band select; sweep on/off; and RF on/off. The unit is designed for applications in the 0.01 to 40 GHz frequency range and is suited for EW or communication systems evaluation and broadband testing of RF attenuators, cables, and other RF components; it will also serve as the signal source in computer-controlled test systems. The 430C measures 14.29 cm high by 42.54 cm wide by 40 cm deep.

WEINSCHEL ENGINEERING.

True RMS Voltmeter 265

The MV-800 analog voltmeter is a true RMS instrument that will accurately present the effective power of waveforms that depart from a true sine wave. Fifteen ranges are provided, from 30 µV full scale to 300 V, and from -90 dB full scale to +50 dB in decades. Readings as low as -105 dB are therefore readily accomplished. A front-panel bandwidth switch permits a choice of wideband measurements, standard first-order audio bandpass (20-20 kHz), or "external filter." A range of standard or custom plug-in filter modules are available. The unit, described as highly accurate and extremely rugged, has internal rechargeable Ni-cad batteries. $495. IET LABS, INC.

Audio Console 266

The 6509 broadcast audio console comes in four versions. Models 6509-RS and 6509-LS are five-channel stereo units, the first with rotary pots and the second with linear pots. Models 6509-RM and 6509-LM are monaural units. Each is packaged in a new low-profile housing design. Audio level controls feature proven VCA techniques with conductive plastic potentiometers. Sealed rotaries and high-performance Waters® linear units provide long-silent service, the manufacturer states. A dipswitch selectable muting system allows mute on any or all channels. The standard unit features one low-impedance mic preamp and four high-level inputs. Channels 1, 2, and 3 each have one input, while channels 4 and 5 have three each, switch-selectable from the front panel. MICRO-TRAK CORP.

Stereo Equalizer 267

The 674A stereo equalizer is a dedicated split-stereo version of the maker's 672A. It features eight bands, graphic-type EQ controls, and continuously variable center frequency and bandwidth in each band. Wide-range and low-pass filters with 12 dB/octave Butterworth slopes follow the EQ section and can function as independent, tunable two-way electronic crossovers. Ganged controls make one-hand stereo operation easy, the manufacturer states. Each of the eight bands tunes over a 3:1 frequency range and offers 16 dB boost or cut with reciprocal curves. "Q" typically can be varied between 0.3 and 20 for extra-narrow notches. High and low-pass filter sections are continuously tunable over 100:1 frequency range in two decades; each is independently switchable. Nominal output For more information circle bold face numbers on reader service card.

NOW! CONTINENTAL'S 2.5 KW FM

High Performance 2.5 kW transmitter uses field-proven exciter; delivers clean crisp signal; has automatic filament voltage regulation, power control; is suitable for unattended operation; is solid-state except for one tube in final amplifier; provides efficient, cost-effective operation.

Write for brochure on 814R-1
Continental Electronics Mfg. Co.
Box 270879 Dallas, TX 75227
(214) 381-7161

For more information circle bold face numbers on reader service card.
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96 BM/E JULY, 1981
level is +4 dBm; maximum output level before clipping is over +19 dBm. Total noise at output is less than -78 dBm, giving a dynamic range of over 97 dB. THD and SMPTE IM are both less than 0.08 percent at +18 dBm out. $1149.

ORBAN ASSOCIATES.

Digital Multiple Charger 268

Model CATC 35 is a digital multiple charger designed to charge seven Ni-cad batteries simultaneously and independently. It will charge all types of Ni-cad batteries, with voltage variations from 2 V to 40 V. Charging time for any specific battery will depend on its state of discharge; for example, a fully discharged 4AH battery will fully recharge in 2½ hours. Each channel of the CATC 35 is an independently functioning plug-in module, programmable according to the battery to be recharged. The charger features a two-digit counter for setting charge time; a digital clock that continuously displays remaining charge time; battery light; charge start pushbutton; and toggle selector switch. Operates on 110 and 220 V. The unit measures 5½ by 17½ by 12¼ inches and weighs 38 pounds. $2195. CINE 60.

Reverb Decay Analyzer 269

The RT60 reverb decay analyzer, designed to operate in conjunction with the maker’s DN60 real time analyzer, gives the user control over many of the parameters of decay analysis. A cursor switch allows choice of measurement using any single ISO third-octave frequency or the total bandwidth. The user can also select any portion of the time window from 0 dB to -30 dB in 2 dB increments. The unit will plot the decay curve, displaying the results on the DN60. Choice of 16, 64, or 208 ms gives the user control over the horizontal resolution of the plotted curve. The user can also accumulate up to 32 separate curves, enabling a true averaging of different point measurements. $1395. KLARK-TEKNIK ELECTRONICS, INC.

Fluid Head 270

Model A-4000 Pearson balanced fluid head is designed for the professional camera operator. It allows the camera to remain in perfect balance in any position; camera position is quickly adjustable to compensate for camera body load and lens weight. The magnesium cast head is lightweight (15 pounds) and rigid. Pans of nearly 360 degrees and tilts with fingertip control are possible. The control handle adjusts 360 degrees and is available in stainless steel or chrome plate. Fluid tension is adjustable; springs, pads, weights, and tilt plates are unnecessary. BCD, INC.

Power Amplifier 271

Model 7000, first member of the “Pro-Line” family of power amplifiers, is FTC rated at 200 W average continuous power per channel into 8 ohms, 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at no more than 0.1 percent THD (350 W/channel into 4 ohms, IHF). The amplifier is 5¼ inches high and rack mountable, and includes front-vented forced-air cooling. Level is adjustable by means of detented front-panel controls. $749. BGW SYSTEMS, INC.

Electric Rain Gauge

Now you can report minute-by-minute rainfall amounts and not get wet! This new, low cost, remote-reading gauge shows announcer rainfall accumulations in 1/100-inch increments. Transmitter can be located several hundred feet away and is completely automatic — needs no service or attention. Ask for free Spec. Sheet, Model 525 Rain Gauge.
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**SALES OFFICES**

**BM/E**

Broadcast Management/Engineering

295 Madison Ave, New York, New York 10017
Telex: 64-4001

**Eastern & Midwestern States**

295 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10017
212-695-5520
James C. Maywalt
Denis J. O'Malley

**Western States**

353 Sacramento Street
Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-421-7330
William J. Healey
Rodger Wadley

**United Kingdom/Europe**

Chilterton House
Doods Road
Reigate, Surrey, England
Telephone: Reigate 43521
bronwyn.holmes@derek-hopkins.com

**Japan/Far East**

Eiraku Building
1-13-5, Ginza,
Chuo-Ku, Tokyo 104 Japan
03 (562) 4781
S. Yasui
K. Yamamoto

**MOBILE ELECTRONIC JOURNALISM**

FIELD TESTED VANS AND FOUR WHEEL DRIVE DESIGNS TO MEET YOUR ENG/EFP REQUIREMENTS.

**E-N-G CORPORATION**

E-N-G CORPORATION
1009C SHARY CIRCLE • CONCORD, CA. 94518
(415) 798-4060
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Familiarity breeds respect.

You'll appreciate the Studer B67 MKII from the day it arrives at the station. After several years of hard use, your appreciation will turn to deep respect.

From the beginning, you'll appreciate Studer performance. You'll notice the solidity of the transport, the smoothness of the tape handling, and the positive feel of the control mechanisms. And you'll hear the sonic clarity you expect from a Studer.

Soon you'll grow accustomed to the features: three speed (15/7.5/3.75 or 30/15/7.5 ips) operation, quartz PLL capstan drive, servo controlled spooling motors, real time counter with plus or minus readout, fader start, dump edit, and auto repeat. Improvements on the B67 MKII include locking tension sensor arms and better head access for easier edits. Full remote and vari-speed available as options.

Finally, as the months turn to years, you'll gain great respect for the B67 MKII's thoughtful design and meticulous Swiss craftsmanship.

Studer professional recorders. Respected worldwide for exceptional reliability and unmatched quality.
The Evolution of the Ultimate Standard.

Chosen by major television stations and production centers for its extensive range of standard features, the M2434B Broadcast/Multitrack Console combines total engineering integrity with legendary Ward-Beck performance. Carefully blending the characteristics necessary for television production with those inherent in 16 track recording, the M2484B has evolved into the ultimate standard console for broadcast production.